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ILWU Chui1ené New Law
Portland to Build
Candy Plant Votes
24,000-Ton Drydock ILWU in San Jose
PORTLAND,Ore.—A new 24,000-ton

Anti-Union Act May Face Test,
Called 'Vague, Indefinite

SAN JOSE — An overwhelming
SAN FRANCISCO—ILWU officers this week znde public a
majority of the workers at the Tuxedo Candy,. Company (Safeway)
reply, made through the union's attorneys, to a demand.of the secreNoted for ILWU Warehouse Local 6
tary of labor that they report the communist or criminal status, if
:in a representation election here last
any, of officials and employes of the union.
'week.
The demand of the secretary was made under Section 504 of
The NLRB election at this Safeway candy plant gave ILWU, 121.•
the newly enacted Labor Management Reporting and Disclosures
votes, the San Jose Independent
Act of 1959—the Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin Act. The demand was
,Candy Workers Union, 66, the Bakrejected.
ery and Confectionery Workers of
The union's attorneys, Gladstein, Andersen, Leonard & Sibbett, expressed
America, Local 125, 8' votes and •
their
opinion that Section 504 was unconstitutional.
there were: 2 votes,for no union.
-A letter dispatched by the attorneys on October 9, last, was in response to a
With the announcement of the
telegram sent by the labor secretary, Mr. Mitchell, to ILWU President Harry
substantial ILWU victory, Local 6
Bridges.
scheduled a meeting to be held Satwhich
The lawyers said they were unable "to find anything in'Section 504
urday, October 24 to elect a rank
inundertake
the
various
duty
imposes
upon
him
(Bridges)
any
affirmative
to
and file negotiating committee and
vestigations which might be necessary in order to obtain the information to which
draw up demands for coming conyour telegram refers."
tract negotiations.
Among other questions posed to the secretary of labor were:
"To which 'Communist party' does
the act refer? The Stalinists? The Trotskyists? The Workers' Party? Or
what?"
"Are you requesting Mr. Bridges
to examine the criminal court records
throughout the United States so that
he may advise you of the status of an
indeterminate number of officers and
SAN FRANCISCO—When the chips how false witness and innuendo have action as one way to preserve your way employees?"
The union attorneys noted: "We are
of life against those, who would take
were down, Senator John F. Kennedy distorted the truth. .
unable to advise our client with any
"While this bill was supposed to be it away."
(D.-Mass.) chief architect of the Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin union wrecking aimed at so-called 'corruption,' in fact
Hoffa found very bitter words to ex- degree of certainty whether the 'orbill, didn't have what it takes to defend corruption was not and has never been press his contempt for the major lead- ganization' referred to in your tele• gram means the International Union
the issue.
ers of labor in the country.
his point of view before the public.
JUGULAR VEIN
"You may Wonder why the' AFL-CIO of which he is president, or whether it
Teamsters' chief James lloffa chal"This- bill is aimed at the jugular deserted the ship, why they refused to means all of its locals, each of which
lenged Kennedy last weekend here to
appear before the union and "debate vein of the American labor movement: come out at the very inception of the has complete autonomy concerning the
the merits" of the so-called labor-re- the right of workers to. aid each other bill and protest. You may wonder why election and recall of its officers and
they did not take the issues to the the hiring and firing of its employees.
form law. Kennedy would have no part in their fight for economic justiee.
"Many of your fellow workers have workers of this country and alert them Nor can we tell with any certainty
of an open debate.
Here is how the situation developed: been sold out by those so-called 'labor to this conspiracy that was.about to be which employees fall within, and which
Hoffa called a meeting with approxi- leaders' who joined the witch hunt in a placed Upon them. You may wonder without, the categories of "clerical or
mately 220 Bay Area and Northern desperate effort to' preserve or to win a why it is that Meany, Reuther, Carey custodial." We do not understand that
California teamster leaders at the Fair- 'good name' at the expense of the and most of the AFL-CIO's executive the law calls upon our client to make
board have silently sat by and allowed such a determination at his peril.'
mont Hotel last Saturday and Sunday worker.
"The collapse of the AFL-CIO in the this gigantic conspiracy, this monstrous
The lawyers' reply concluded: "For
for a point-by-point analysis of the
face of this menacing legislation re- betrayal to shackle the rights of'work- each and all of the foregoing reasons,
anti-union law.
At the same time Kennedy, who is sulted from the uncertainty and panic ing men and women in America. Will our client must respectfully decline to
comply with your 'request'."
a presidential hopeful for 1960, checked of 'certain individuals who made their tell you why.
"The ,union-busting McClellan Cominto the Fairmont Hotel for a speaking deals long ago and felt betrayed by the
The law firm advised the ILWU offiturn of events.
mittee, using the tactics dreamed up by cers that Section 504 "is So vague and
engagement.
"These individuals playeethe game Hitler and Mussolini and with the help indefinite as to' be Meaningless.
A representative of Hoffa's contacted
a Kennedy assistant and invited him to of the labor-haters out of fear and con- and support of the press, radio and tele
In a letter sent to all ILWU locale
appear before the Teamster delegates fusion, and by cooperating in the strat- vision, made them forget their re- on October 20, ILWU Secretary-Treasfor an open and frank defense of the egy of 'divide and conquer,' they helped sponsibilities to the workers they are urer Louis Goldblatt transmitted adbring havoc to the house .of labor."
law he designed.
supposed to represent.
vice of the attorneys that "in the- event
Hoffa noted that all the fifty-two
Kennedy told reporters, "I have no
RESPECTABILITY
any communications are received by
desire to meet with Hoffa on any issue congressmen—many of them supported
"Out of the fear of being intimidated the locals from the secretary of Labor
• .I don't know why he keeps asking by labor in the 1958, election—turned by this committee and its subpoenaes, or his agents, or in the event any perme. My answer will always be the their backs on their supporters,". be- out of the fear of public harassment sonal inquiries or interrogations are
cause they believed that your vote Was by headlines, and editorials, they sacri- made of any official of any local unsame."
.
not as important as the Support of big ficed the objectives Of organized labor. ion, he should:
, CONFERENCE
This was only a sidelight to a work-- busines,s and its lackey press."
Sacrificed them because they were fear"a) Immediately consult counsel bepiicked two-day Teamster conference to
RICH BOYS .
ful they would not be able to be selected
fore responding to any inquiries,
study, intensively the Kennedy-LandHe blamed McClellan of Arkansas for the United Nations, they would not
and
rum-Griffin Law.
and "the two rich Kennedy boys," for be invited to speak to the Chamber of
Should forward copies of all in"b)
of
the
essence
point
one
Teamsters'
The
turn
devising a law "which
Commerce or accepted by employers
quiries to the International for
of view on 1(7hat Hoffa calls the "Ken-' worker against the next, and force one who never in their lifetime will accept
liaison purposes."
•
nedy Strike Breaking Bill" was thor- union to break the strike Of another.", them."
"The International union, in conoughly. covered in the October, 1959,
And in answer to the .question, what
Hoffa noted that finally the AFLissue of the Teamster, official maga- can we do about this law? Hoffa and CIO leadership came out and weakly junction with other unions and our atzine a the unions which published a Teamster delegates' to this conference opposed the bill. "Yet, just a few hours torneys, is making a careful study of
the entire Act, and will in the near
message to American workers from spoke of serious- new plans for "political
(Continued on Page 11)
future, forward detailed information
Teamster president, which said in part:
to all locals as well as arrange for re"Your fellow citizens have been vicgional conferences for full and comtimized by the propaganda mills of big
plete discussion of the Act," Goldblatt
business, aided by their willing accomtold the locals.
plices, the nation's publishers.
.
To understand this whole weapons industry, you've got to
"These propaganda mills have shout-fl realize
(See texts of the Labor Department
that basically it's one huge waste business.
'labor corruption' so loud and long
message
and reply of ILWU atorneys
(Turn to back page for name of author)
that few have bothered to 'question
on Page 8.)_
dry dock will rise on the local waterfront within the next five years, as a
result of the Port of Portland's recent
action in authorizing a 11/) million dollar bond issue.
The facility is needed to lift the large
Mariner-type ships now being built by
several American steamship companies
which are regular callers here, the commissioners said. It will bring much
added commerce and many new payrolls to the area, they pointed out.
Capacity of the two present dry
docks, 2.5 million ton-days annually,
will be reached by 1960, judging by the
growth of shipping tonnage here, port
spokesmen said. A 60 per cent increase
in dry dock ton-days by 1980 was forecast.

Teamsters Say: Meany, Reuther Joined Witch-Hunt

Kennedy Refuses Hoffa's Challenge

To Debate Labor Blinn Public

Who Said 1111
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Disarmament and the Aifernafive

By Harry

ridges

(Editor's Note: President Bridges is in the East on union business. His column will 'be resumed when he returns.)

Bridges Says AFL-00'Put
Union Label on Cold War'

rso

MOST of us any figure over a thousand or
becomes a meaningless statistic. Our
T.443#11S go blank as to the difference between
forty-five million dollars .and forty-five billion
dollars. Nevertheless the difference isn't just
statistical, it is painfully physical.
The dollar is a mere unit of value for'the purpose of convenience in barter. We work and instead of taking our earnings in the form of
needed commodities we take pieces of paper
which enable us to choose our own good time
and place to select and consume. Part of that
paper is taken by the tax collector, indeed, a
great big part of it is.
Each dollar represents time and sweat and
that includes those dollars that go into armamentsj—this year in the United States amounting to forty-five billion of them; that is, 45,000
million, in case you .can better visualize it in
those terms. Each of us can figure for himself
by studying hisincome tax just how many hours
of sweat he :eoritributeS to this giant hunk of
waste.
For it, we get back nothing.
Today the nations of the world, with exception
'of the few neutrals, are armed to the teeth in
preparation for a war that nobody dares purposely to start.
HAT WE,GETe#pd all we get out .of it is
;the very.,real: danger that nuclear disaster ,will be totiche.xl.off by an,accident or one
madman in comtnand Alf:,an -airplane carrying
the hydrogen bomb. Suckprospect, that civiliza-,we.know .1,1e.will .be totally destroyed on
a planet expected ,.to last a few more. billion
years,„leaves us .with # , gnawing feeling of in-..
security and frustration.
Therefore, it seems to us, that.even to ask the
question: "Can we. disarm .without dislocating
our economy?" is to be cynical and foolish. We
prefer the positive statement ''The world must
disarm whatever economic dislocations and
pains that follow, for the alternative is mutual
suicide!"
Great dislocation followed the end of World
War 11, yet nobody said, at least not out loud,
"Let's find a way to keep the war going!" To
the contrary there was great rejoicing throughout the world, though each of us had to readjust to the new conditions.
Presently our economy is adjusted to a cold
war and we see nothing good about it. It is a pure
waste of our substance, our labor and our scientific and technical knowledge. What could be
schools, libraries, roads, cultural centers, re-.
search to defeat such killers as cancer and heart
disease, advanced standard of living tor our-

WW

.CHICAGO—More than 1,000 :competition offered by socialpersons jammed Hamilton Ho- ist nations.
Among other things it means
tel's Grand Ballroom here last
Sunday night -to hear ILWU the end of old forms of impePresident Harry Bridges speak rialism and colonialism and.the
on "American Labor and the "White Man's Burden," which
has plagued the world for so
Cold War."
Bridges accused AFL-CIO long, he added.
The tactics of the cold war
leaders George Meany and Walmust be viewed in relation to
ter Reuther of encouraging and
promoting the cOhl war drive. the fact that in at least half
"They put the union label on the world there is permanent,
the cold war," Bridges said. developing, growing and pros"Witho-ut the support and lead- pering socialism. The influence
ership given to •the cold war by of Western capitalism is either
them, the cold war would col- weakened or near an end in
many of the so-called backlapse."
Bridges, greeted by a stand- ward and under-developed
ing ovation vQhen he was intro- countries.
COLD WAR TACTICS
duced at this meeting sponAs a result the capitalist na- .
sored by the American Forum,
called on union men and women tions, and those allied with
them, are caught on the horns •
to exert greater influence on
their unions so that leaders of of a terrible dilemma. Bridges
labor, "would be compelled to noted that it was his impression that the tremendous
speak for peace."
It is an "outrageous lie," growth and •development of the .•
that the cold war is good socialist productivity, as well
tor American 'workers, said as economic influence in competition with the rest of the
Bridges. Some labor and big
world cannot any longer be
business for
have packaged
cold war propaganda under the slopped.
The tactics of the cold war,
slogan of "national unity." But,
selves and a lifting of the educational and living said the ILWU president, "take Bridges said, can be outlined as
standards in the backward areas of the world away the labor support and the follows:
. .
is presently being burned up in senseless prac- cold war propaganda stands
To accuse the socialist part
tice for a horrible holocaustal war that need
of
the world as being wholly
nakedly exposed for what it
not be, that must not be, and yet remains an really is."
evil in every way, and on the
cverpresent danger so long as the practice goes
other hand to advance the idea
GOOD FOR IllOTIIING
on.
in every way that the Western
"What's in the cold ivar for
world is wholly and morally
TECHNOLOGICAL advance in weapons labor?" he asked. Atter a right and good.
"nothing."
pause,
an
he
making is so rapid that new weapons are
To make alliances with any
shows," he said to a
"TV
obsolete as fast as their first models are turned
nations that mill still support
laughing audience, "are riot
out. The most brilliant scientific minds in the
capitalism, :no matter how disrigged any more than the cold
world are kept busy thinking up and devising
reputable or undemocratic the
war."
new means of death and destruction, and this
regimes may be; to arm, fiDetailing some of the price
own
in
needs
our
great
of
goes on to the neglect
nance and control such blocks
labor has paid as the result of
country as well as others and to the neglect of
and alliances in the hope of
cold war, l3ridges noted that
achieving a potential way of life that means
preventing the markets from
war tension demands restrichappiness and security for all. This is a goal
shrinking any farther.
tions. of liberties of the Amerwhich is possible in a peaceful world.
To ,use the argument that
ican people, of legislatiOn such
man's
if
asking
we
Can
disarm? It is like
the reason -for such alliances,
as the Kennedy-Landrum-Grifsurvival is worthwhile? Of course we can disincluding spreading arms and
fin Bill and other -conformity
arm and must and the sooner the talks- are had
even missile bases, is really measures.
to bring it -about the better. The temporary
aimed to bolster the welfare
DISGRACE
hardships that are bound. to occur to some or
and security, of the people of
In reference to the recent the world': even to claim that
to all during the transition from cold war to
guaranteed lasting peace are as nothing com- meeting of AFL-CIO officers this will help the people -of the
with Soviet Premier Khrush- Socialist world.
pared to the alternative.
cheV in. San Francisco, Bridges
Above all, he said, this
called it a "disgrace." The rank
world-wide'package must bear
and file, he said, should "stand
the union label in order to dembp and talk back."
onstrate to. the people. and the
ARVARD. , UNIVERSITY, and the more
One 'specific 'suggestion he workers of the world that we,
power to it, is presently raising an $8.2 Mil.; ,e,-.inade for putting a thaw on the the ..)organized trade union
lion building fund from old grads etcetera,
war would be to step up workers of America, are in
those with the dough. In RS appeal brochure the.' the exchanges between''Os and
whole hearted agreement with
'university says, "Uncle Sam Wants IO
citizens, for more
, .
, •. face•• the NAM and the US'Chamber
Under this -heading it is pointed out that 'it.1 • to-fade .contacts.
of Cornmetee-e-"almost a state
you have a million and can spare it there is a,,
of togetherness in . this . holy
"Let
the
.American
trade
un•
way to make the tax bite soft enough that you ienists visit the Soviet Union • crusade -of .a sacr&I Cold ''war."
come out money ahead!
•..LABOR SPEAKEIRg
siriuE see for themselves,as did
Other -speakers included Jack'
a :Mew months ago," he said,
This meeting of the American Bonjens, peace'educational secForum was chaired by Cecil L. retary, American Friends ServPatrick, a top ranking Negro ice Committee (Quakers);Sam
trade unionist and General Pollock, pres d en t AFL-CIO
L1161'10.6 r.d Isharciirateitmew's Milano
rublished by tbr 1.1trrvetiompl
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ILWU Locals Hear Asbury Howard

Morse Rips
Labor Law Mine-Mill Fights on Two Fronts:
As Unfair A Copper Strike; T-H Prosecution

ing back to the Western Federation of.
Miners. After the meeting here, Local
8 old timers recalled the days when
WFM officers, including "Big Bill"
Haywood, were brought from the mine
shafts of Colorado to stand trial for
conspiracy in Idaho, half a century
ago.
In describing the present day hardships of Mine-Mill workers and their
families on the picket line, Howard
said:
"I collie before you, knowing your
union, and your local, has a record
second to none in helping brother and
sister workers in distress."
Howard, whip ,is on a tour of the
West Coast-, was slated to appear before several other ILWU locals.

(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Senator
Wayne Morse of Oregon has explained
to his constituents, in a hard-hitting
newsletter, why working people "have
a good reason to resent passage" of the
labor reform law.
One of two senators voting against
the bill, Morse also struck sharply at
colleagues who supported the measure;
saying: "The alibi of some politicians
that labor Can 'live with this bill is an
unacceptable excuse for voting for it."
In telling why uniots are justified
in condemning the Kennedy-LandrumGriffin law, Morse went on to say:
'CAN'T LIVE WITH IT'
"Impartial justice cannot live with
it. Equal application of Constitutional
rights cannot live with it. Fair competition for employers in the high-labor
standard states cannot live with it. A
system of Government by just law cannot live with it. In fact, the best interests of the public cannot live with it.
"In brief, some parts of the bill liquidated hard-won and long-standing legitimate rights of free labor in America
and the working people of the country
have a good reason to resent passage
of the bill."
As to his own vote, Morse said he
was "perfectly willing to let time and
future events" be the judge of his
course of action. "I am convinced," he
declared, "that many sections of the
new labor law will prove in practice to
be very unwise and against not only the
best interests of labor and management
but against the public interest as well."
MISINFORMED
,The Oregon Senator exclaimed that
passage Of the'Kehnedy-Landrum-Griffin bill shows "what happens when politicians do not have the courage to stand
up against powerful lobbies and misinformed public pressures of the moment."
He added that the "political heat" in
behalf of the anti-union features of the
reform law represented one of the
greatest pressure campaigns he had
witnessed during his 15 years in the
Senate.
Morse put the finger on Senator John
F. Kennedy of Massachusetts, whom he
termed the law's "chief architect in the
conference committee," as being instrumental in passage of the Landrum-Griffin measure.
"Let there be no mistake 'about it,"
Morse said, "this bill would not have
passed in its final form if Senator Kennedy had opposed it in conference."

NY Labor Considers
Its Own Hospitals
NEW YORK — This city's millionmember trade union movement is Considering building its own hospital chain
and operating its own medical insurance system in order to provide adequate medical care at reasonable cost.
The recent hospital strike, which
ended in an unprecedented victory for
hospital workers, also spurred new interest among unionists in developing
labor-controlled medical care in the interest
the people," a union committee deClared.

New Dallies Director
Plans Deep Harbor
THE DALLES, Ore.—Port of The
Dalles' new director for port development will be Charles Tait, former director of the Port of San Francisco,
it was announced here.
He will take over the job of developing ocean-going commerce for this
upper Columbia river port which, hitherto, has engaged almost entirely in
barging operations.
Work on a deep draft channel between The Dalles and Vancouver,
Wash.,. Was begun some time, ago.

Pedro To Send
Toys, Food To
Navajo Kids
ILWU Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblaft and Asbury Howard, international
vice president of the Mine Mill & Smelter Workers, at a reception for Howard
given by the ILWU at the Local 10 Longshore Hall in San Francisco on October 18.
PORTLAND, Ore.—A moving story
from far flung strike lines against the
copper bosses was brought to Local 8's
stop-work meeting last week by Asbury
Howard, vice-president of Mine-Mill
and Smelter Workers, and one of 14
union defendants in the Denver TaftHartley conspiracy case.
After listening to the dramatic story
of Mine-Mill's fight against Anaconda
Copper, Kennecott-Copper, American
Smelting Sz, Refining, Phelps-Dodge and
Magan Copper, the Local 8 membership voted a $1 assessment. Seventyfive cents of each dollar will go to
Mine-Mill's strike fund, and 25 cents
to the defense of the union leaders,
Everett Ede, Local 8 secretary, said.
The smelter workers, 35,000 strong,
were forced onto the bricks August 10
to protect their jobs, wages and conditions. In the sharpest part of the struggle, 74ttack was opened against them
on a second front, under a Taft-Hart-

Porter Would
Retire..Aging
Generalissimo
PORTLAND, Ore. — Chiang Kaishek should be sent to an old soldiers
home, "preferably one with barbed
wire around it," Rep. Charles 0. Porter
told the Portland City Club last week
in a discussion of obstacles in the way
of US recognition,of Red China.
Porter, long an advocate of recognition, as well as trade with the 650 million mainland Chinese, was highly critical of what he called "our policy of,
mass insulation," and pointed to the exChange programs with Russia as an example of what should be done with
China,
CHINA NEEDED ,
The Southern. Oregon, congressman
made it clear he has little.use for the
Peiping government but said we must
'consider the people of China, who, "like
the people of Soviet Russia or any other
country don't want to go to war;" and
must deal with that government in the
"interests of disarmament."
"Even if we do reach an agreement
(with the USSR) about international
inspection stations and cessation of nuclear weapons testing,. We cannot put it
into effect unless China agrees to. have
a station within 'her, borders. We caitil
get started without China," he declared.
•
' He placed commumcation first, in a
3-point , program, for peace which 'included morality and world law as points.
2 and .3.

ley conspiracy indictment brought
against top officers of the union three
years ago. This had lain dormant in
court files until recently, when trial
date was set for October 26.
The list of defendants includes Albert Pezzati, secretary-treasurer of
Mine-Mill; Raymond Dennis, Irving
Dichter, Alton Lawrence, Chase Powers and Albert Skinner, all board members; Maurice E. Travis, a foirmer officer, whose 1955 conviction on a
"simple" T-H charge was overturned
by the appeals court but who is still
facing jail under a "new trial order";
five staff members; James Durkin, a
former staff member, and Howard.
Frame-up is not new to Mine-Mill;
nor is it new to Howard who, last year,
was sentenced to six months on an Alabama chain gang for ordering-a poster
to spearhead a "register-to-vote" drive
among Southern Negroes.
His union has a proud history, dat-

Dockers Protected
In Damage Suits
SAN FRANCISCO — Longshoremen may now file a third party damage action against shipowners without affecting their right to receive
compensation and medical benefits
while the action is pending.
This provision of a recent amendment to the Federal Longshoremen's
and Harbor Workers' Compensation
Act, which became effective August
18, 1959, will permit prompt legal
action against shipowners without
loss of benefits under the Federal
Compensation Act, according ,to a
letter sent to all secretaries of ILWU
locals by L. B. Thomas,ILWU Coast
Labor Relations Committeeman.
In the past, the compensation carrier had the right to suspend payment of compensation and the furnishing Of medical treatment Once a
third party action was filed. It was
noted, however, that the amendment
does not apply to injuries sustained
prior to August 18, 1959.
More Pay. Deeper in Debt
Personel debt over the past decade
has increased as has personal disposable income, according to a survey
made by the Wall Street Journal. The
percentage of debt in relation to disposable income was 32 percent in 1950.
It rose to 51 percent in 1958 and remains the same in 1959.

WILMINGTON — Navajo Indian
children in Arizona and New Mexico
can expect toys as. well as food for
Christmas because a longshoreman
here is concerned .about them.
John Marks, member of ILWU Local
13 has launched . his annual drive for
contributions of food and toys for the
Navajos who, despite the government's
historical promise that they would be
cared for, have lived on the edge of
starvation and destruction for decades.
Marks says canned goods are especially important this year as the
Navajos had a very poor corn crop.
Toys for the children are next in importance.
Marks has set a goal of at least
3,000 toys for Navajo girls and boys.
Contributions may be given to the
sergeant-at-arms at the Local 13 dispatch hall. The Navajo Trucking Company, as it has for the past eight years;
will haul the goods and gifts to Gallup,
New Mexico, free of charge.
Marks, in announcing his campaign,
sent a special thanks to all longshoremen of Local 13, Marine Clerks, Local
63, and Walking Boss Local 94 for all
the help he has received.

Boom Times?
US Says Job
News Is Bad
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C. — The main
bad news in the Labor Department's
mid-September report on employment
is another increase in the seasonally
adjusted rate of unemployment.
For the third straight month,the,jobless rate moved Upward' to reach a -figure of 5.6 percent. It was 5.5 percent
for August,' 5.1 percent 'for July' and
4.9 percent for June'and May. •
The Department "said' employment '
followed a seasonal • pattern in drop'ping by 900,000' to '66.3 'Million:'The "drop was attribtited largely to the with
drawal from the labor Market of' Std-''"
dents returning''to''school.
- The total number'bf. unemployed'
'those actually seeking'work — declined
by 196,000 to an estimated 3,230,000.
JOBLESSNESS UP
So far this year, despite the general
boom in the nation's economy, the jobless rate has not been reduced to its
pre-recession levels. The 1959 low of..
4.9 percent for May and June compared
with'3.9 percent in March of 1957 just
before the nation's economy began Sliding downhill.
The total unemployment of 3.2 mitlion in September contrasted with 2.5,
million for September 1957 and 2.5 million in September 1956. .
. The country now has nearly a million
morejobless.workers than: it had three :
years ago.
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US Devises
New Way to
'Get' Hoffa
WASHINGTON, D.C. — "The government quietly is stepping up its efforts to topple Teamster boss Jimmy
Hoffa," according to a lead story in
last Tuesday's Wall Street Journal.
The device being used in this "backdoor" operation against the nation's
largest union, according to - Journal
staff reporters Roscoe Born and Monroe W. Karmin, is the local grand jury
which investigates individuals in different communities for any possible
violation of any federal law.
"A dozen grand juries across the
country, from Washington, D.C., to
Los Angeles, are investigating top
teamster officials in a sweeping offensive" to hit at Hoffa by bringing
charges against local union leaders,
the Journal said.
SECRET OPERATION
This operation is clear-cut, the business-paper reports; although the government seems to be conducting the
entire campaign in secrecy.
"No one in Government will admit,
in so many words, to the plan to 'get
Hoffa' by cutting off the base of his
power," the paper wrote. "Justice Department officials flatly refuse to comment on their anti-Hoffa activities. But
the pattern is clear from public reports of grand jury actions and talks
with Teamsters and others who are
watching the government's every
move."
Among cities in which grand juries
have been set to work in this longrange "get Hoffa" campaign 'are Washington, New York, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Cleveland and Los Angeles.
•
CHOPPING AWAY
One government observer—unnamed
—told the reporters, "If you keep chopping away at the roots you may topple
the trunk."
These underground activities alined
at decimating the union's leadership
are just one battleground in a series
of maneuvers against the union.
Others, noted by the correspondents
include:
The use of court-appointed monitors
who are demanding Hoffa's ouster.
A permanent congressional committee "which Capitol Hill insiders predict will be set up soon to keep watch
on union activities."
Other bodies to be used by the government in the campaign against the
Teamsters—and thus able to operate
against all other unions, include a special "Labor eights" unit already set up
by the Justice Department. This unit,
'according to the Wall Street paper is
prepared"... to act on tips forwarded
by U.S. district attorneys throughout
the nation."
IGNORE RIGHTS
•
Finally, it was noted, under the new
Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin law the Secretary of Labor has sweeping new investigatory powers, which include the
power to ignore witnesses' rights to
plead. the Fifth Amendment.
"An agreement has been drawn," the
Journal reported, "between the Justice
and Labor Departments to combine
forces, making Justice agents available for the Labor Secretary's inquiries."

;•••
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In almost every community in the United States, including Alaska and Hawaii,
and in Canada where ILWU locals exist, united fund-raising drives are appealing
during the month of October for contributions to support local health, welfare and youth agencies. There's sure to be
one or more agencies in each local fund appeal package providing interesting and constructive activities on athletic
fields or in game rooms or craft shops to keep youngsters off the path of delinquency. A visit to the YMCA, CYO, Red
Shield Youth Association, community center or boys' club in your community will reveal many groups of young people
as fascinated as these youngsters at San Francisco Boys' Club. Many ILWU locals have reported assessments or other
activities in support of their local Funds.
Club
'
U nited Fund Boys

S.F. Clerks Work
Banana Docks
SAN FRANCISCO — After a
twelve years absence, ship clerks
will once again work with longshoremen on the banana dock here, it was
announced by Jerry Preston, business agent of Ship Clerks Local 34.
Preston noted the significance of
these jobs returned to ship clerks,
especially since' banana operations
are almost entirely mechanized. Six
men will be included in each operation, including four clerks, one
supercargo and one supervisor.
In addition, a significant new clerk
operation has been established in
the Port of Stockton, through the
forts of Preston and Jerry Donovan,
Local 34 president. Stockton will
now receive approximately 8,000
tons of oriental cargo per month.
Port officials needed immediate aid
in setting up a delivery organization to facilitate easy handling and
quick movement of cargo from the
docks to customers.
Local 34 helped set up a formal
sorting and delivery organization
which will include a chief clerk, two
supervisors, a bookman and as many
delivery clerks as are needed for
the operation.

Morse May Be Favored Son
In Presidential Primary
COOS BAY, Ore.—Oregon's Wayne
Morse—one of only two senators to

the state since Congress adjourned,

vote against the Kennedy-LandrumGriffin anti-labor bill—may be a favorite son candidate in the state's
Democratic presidential primary next
May.
Morse doesn't want his name on the
ballot, he said, speaking at the Labor
Temple here, but he has learned a
Salem group is preparing to enter it
anyway, via a voters' petition—a procedure which, under the new primary
law, does not require the candidate's
approval.
If his name is entered, he may use
this opportunity to take some of the
issues to the voters, Morse said. He
insisted he has no illusions about his
chances on a national level, but might
be spurred into making an active Oregon campaign by his opposition to
other candidates and his desire to talk
issues.
One of the presidential hopefuls he
debunked here was Massachusetts senator John Kennedy.
Kennedy did a great disservice to the
Democratic party when he permitted
the Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin bill to
come out of the conference committee
in the form in which it finally passed,
Morse said.
The Oregon.Solon has. been stumping

Pendleton, Bend and elsewhere
that not only labor, but business—at
least in the Northern states — will
come in for a drubbing under the Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin law.

warning audiences here., and in Portland,

Solaris Impressed
By Mr. K's Visit
• PORTLAND, Ore.—Premier Khrushchev made a favorable impression on
the senate foreign relations committee,
the Portland City Club learned this
week from Sen. Wayne Morse, a member of the committee and the one who
arranged for Khrushchev's appearance.
Morse described the Russian as "able,
highly intelligent and a formidable debater." He said Sen. Alexander Wiley
(R., Wis.) asked the Premier why he
had come to the United States and
what he hoped to take home. Khrushchev's answer to this, Morse said, was:
"'I come in response to your President's invitation, and I seek only peace.
We want to compete with you economically; we don't want war. I want
nothing—I want peace, that's all.'"
"And," Morse added, "Wiley had no
answer. This man was doing a forensic
job!"

China Trade Seen as'Key to Future of West Coast
PORTLAND,Ore.—The World Trade
Conference, October 17, heard Malcom
Boyd, assistant publisher of The Pacific Shipper, declare that the key to
the future for West Coast trade is "held
by the lands rimming the Pacific," with
their millions of potential customers.
He was sharply critical of US foreign
policy, stating that The Shipper was
"still waiting for the government to
recognize that China even exists."
Other references to the China market
as a solution to the West Coast's trade
dilemma were few and far between at
•the conference, a concluding feature of
Oregon's Centennial Trade Fair.
One panelist, Walter Williams of Seattle, sought to place the blame for

trade losses on labor, insisting that the
unions "should join with management
in developing an understanding of what
it takes to avoid'being priced out of the
market," and urging employers to step
up automation and union members their
"output per man machine hour."
This was countered by Boyd, a later
luncheon speaker and long advocate of
China trade, who said:
"Let's not put all the blame on Harry
Bridges and his longshoremen."
The San Francisco publisher charged
the US was being outfoxed by the more
aggressive and realistic trade programs
of her competitors, which he referred
to as the "European invasion of our
traditional markets." He gcored foreign

aid policies, asserting that in many the Asian masses.
He revealed that India's -per capita
cases this had been "aid to the center," not reaching the masses. He cited the income is only $60 a year; and spoke of
situation in Laos as both "critical" and the "harsh implications of economic
"typical," claiming our spending there unrest that dictate our determined efhad resulted in such things as "fine forts at economic and social emancipahighways for the big shots- to drive tion."
The Oregonian in commenting on the
their Cadillacs over," and not much
conference, remarked that the Northelse.
American capital, Boyd felt, should west is the "gateway to the Pacific
be "permitted to go out and cater to Basin, that part of the world in which
exists the greatest potential market."
the real needs of the people."
Another speaker, the Indian Em- Title of the editorial was "One Billion
bassy's commercial secretary, G. S. Customers."
Int. Rep. James S. Fantz, who atRamachandran, suggested the US stop
thinking of economic aid in terms of tended some of the sessions, said as far
military aims and "mutual security"; as he knew no union representative was
and give heed to the abject poverty of asked to speak,
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US Finds Seduction of Doctors Pays Off Big
New Ways As Drug Company Profits Mount
To Use Fish
By David W. Angevine

(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Results
achieved in behalf of the domestic fishing industry, during the years 19551958 inclusive, are summarized in a report just released by the Department of
Interior on operations under the Saltonstall-Kennedy Act.
The Salton stall-Kennedy Act provides that an amount equal to 30 percent of the duties received on imported
fishery products be devoted to enhancing the domestic fishing industry
through exploration, various types of
research, and for education on the use
of fishery products and by-products.
The program is administered by the
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Fish
and Wildlife Service.
The results listed cover such widely
separated projects as devising methods
of improving the quality of fish landed
by fishermen, methods of rearing channel catfish, making important discoveries about the chemical composition of
fish oil, determining the type of fishery
product the customer wants and what
the industry should do to give it to him,
EXPLORATION
Fishery exploration under the Saltonstall-Kennedy program during the
period covered in the report included
the discovery of the hitherto unknown
royal-red shrimp and its habitat off the
Florida coast, the discovery of shrimp
grounds off the coast of Alaska, the
establishing of availability of tuna to
longline gear in the Gulf of _Maine and
in the nopthwestern Atlantic, the demonstration of yellowifin distribution in
the Gulf of Mexico and the availability
of hard clams and calico scallops off
the west coast of Florida.
Technological research diseovereil
why some tuna:discolors during the
canning process, methods for handling
fish to prevent decline in the quality of
the produce, determination of which
fishery products can best be preserved
by nuclear radiation, improvements In
refrigeration techniques; it provided information necessary to establish standards of quality for some fishery products, created an inspection program,
and developed ways to detect bones in
fillets.
NEW USES
Technology also proved the value of
fish meal as an additive to animal diets,
the value of fish oil in leather tanning
and elsewhere and the value of the unsaturated fatty acids in fish oil as a
cholesterol depressant in the blood
serum.
Economic reports were made on segments of the fishing industry, fishing
vessel insurance matters were studied,
fishermen cooperatives were aided and
interstate transportation costs studied.
The report is available through the
Office of Information, Fish and Wildlife Service, Department of the Interior, Washington 25, D. C.

Social Security
Benefits Increase
(From The Dispatcher's Wn.shington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C. — The Social
Security Administration ,reports a
marked increase in the number of beneficiaries and in the amount of benefits
• paid out for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1959.
During the 12-month period, persons
drawing monthly benefits increased
from 11.9 million to 13.2 million, a gain
of 1.2 million.
Monthly benefits were 17 percent
greater than the amount for the preceding fiscal year, showing a total of
$9,239 Million. This amount includes
$339 million paid to disabled workers
aged 50-64 and their dependents.
The sharp increase in monthly benefits, government officials, noted, was
chiefly the result of the higher benefits
provided by the 1958.. amendments to
the Social Security Act and the increase
In the total number of beneficiaries.

W1-100P'ER UP,BOYS — ILL
PICK UP THE TA — BUT
REMEMBEQ , I MANUFACTUREN

Last year a trainload of Wisconsin
doctors and their wives journeyed to
TUMMY EASE!!
Detroit for a long weekend of high living, courtesy of one of the big drug
manufacturers, Parke-Davis & Company.
On Thursday they boarded a special
10-car vista-dome train in Milwaukee,
checked in at Detroit's swankiest hotel,
attended a reception and banquet, then
went "out on the town"—all at the drug
company's expense. On Friday they
enjoyed another round of night clubbing in nearby Windsor, Ont. On Saturday the drug company took them to
the Wisconsin-Michigan State football
game at East Lansing.
All this is part of the $300 million
the drug companies spend each year to
"reach" the nation's 200,000 physicians.
The doctors don't buy their products, still may be impelled to follow suit in a
but the doctors write the prescriptions fight to retain its share of the market."
that their patients buy. The doctors are
Besides, it pays off. Parke-Davis &
the key.
Company profits in the recession year
This $300 million is 15 per cent of of 1958 were 32 cents of every sales
the companies' $2-billion-a-year sales dollar; Upjohn 28 cents. In 1957, Abof prescription drugs. Fifteen cents of bott Laboratories had 22 cents profit
every dollar your druggist pays for the on every sales dollar; Eli Lilly, 33
bottles that line his shelves goes to in- cents; Pfizer, 33 cents; Smith, Kline &
form, counsel, entertain — and some- French, 35 cents. (All figures are pretimes bamboozle—physicians.
tax profits.)
In 1955 the drug makers were sufFREE DRINKS
For example, Pfizer Laboratories ficiently concerned about their public
each year arranges golf tournaments relations to ask the University of Chithroughout the country exclusively for cago's National Opinion Research Cenphysicians. James Cook of the New ter to examine public attitudes. Did
York Post tells how each doctor gets
free -golf balls imprinted with the Pfizer seal, free green fees, free. lessons
from the club professional, free drinks
at the 19th hole, and a free dinner.
"Are these upstanding men of the
SAN FRANCISCO—Local 6 ILWU
medical profession influenced by this
Drum and Drill Team makes it a cusentertainment? No doubt about it," tom to pick up one or more prizes every
says Cook. "After one of the golf tourtime it appears in a community parade.
neys in Bergen County, N. J., sales of
During the month of September it won
Pfizer drug products rose 42 per cent
six prizes at three major events.
in the next few weeks—compared to a
This outstanding group has been a
2 per cent increase in nearby Essex
colorful feature of parades in Northern
County, where no tournament was held. California for a number of years. On
"Of course, some doctors don't enjoy September 20, at the Lodi Grape Festiplaying golf. For them, Pfizer has fish- val, the Drum and Drill Team won
ing contests, bowling tournaments, second prize and the majorette won the
skeet shoots, and sport smokers. The second prize trophy.
company once rented ,3,000 acres of
marsh land to entertain '700 physicians
who enjoyed duck shooting."
At Birmingham, Ala., Pfizer took
460 doctors on a fishing trip and then
to a barbecue. "We hired the fishing
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The real
boats, provided the equipment, and
facts behind productivity and profits
practically guaranteed the catch," a
in the steel industry were distorted
Pfizer official told the Wall Street
by Secretary of Labor Mitchell when
Journal. Next month Pfizer sales rose
he reported to President Eisenhower
51 per cent in Birmingham, compared
last August, according to Senator
with a 9 per cent gain in nearby Mobile.
Estes Kefauver. Kefauver's two
Dr. Louis Lasagna, co-editor of the
speeches on the subject before the
Journal of Chronic Diseases and proUS Senate were almost completely
fessor of medicine and pharmacology
ignored by the press.
at Johns Hopkins University, says the
When the steel strike began, the
drug industry has greater influence on
president
ordered his secretary of
medical practice than all the post-gradlabor to make a study and report his
uate courses for doctors, medical meet"fact-finding" on the issues underings, and published information in the
lying the controversy between the
medical jOurnals put together.
steel industry and the union.
The effect of the drug companies'
Kefauver charged Mitchell with
mail advertising, TV shows, movies,
using statistics which did not give a
salesmen, and lavish entertainment is
true picture of either steel profits or
that more and more physicians preworker productivity, and in effect fascribe drugs by brand, name. As the
vored steel employers.
brand names multiply each year
Kefauver said "Fundamentally, it
through the proliferation of combinis the persistent advance in producations and variations of existing preptivity that gives rise to the problem
arations, so do the bottles that line the
now plaguing us in the steel industry
druggists' shelves. The cost of this in—one which will increasingly conventory and the planned obsolescence
front us in other industries in years
of last year's "wonder drugs" result in
to come."
soaring prescription costs for the docIn regard to productivity, Kefauver
tors' patients.
notes that the Secretary of Labor proCan the drug industry purge its own
vided the president with statistics
house? Dr. Lasagna doubts it. He told
based on a fiscal year basis—in other
Harry Wilensky of the St. Louis Postwords it included the low period in
Dispatch, "Drug houses feel they have
the recession year of 1958 as well as
to come out with new products—or new
the high period in the first half of
combinations and forms of old prod1959.
ucts—to make it appear they are on
This, the Tennessee senator noted,
their toes. When a competitor comes
provides a distorted picture and
out with, say, antibiotics plus vitamins
makes true comparison with past
in one capsule, the conservative firm
years almost impossible. Kefauver
may think this is a lot of baloney but

people blame them for the high cost of
prescription drugs? The answer was a
comforting, "No."
The Center discovered that, 38 per
cent of the people thought prescription
costs were much too high, and 28 per
cent thought they were somewhat high.
Most of these people, however, didn't
blame anyone in particular. Among
those who did, the retail pharmacist
was much more likely to be blamed
than the drug manufacturer.
(The next article will discuss various
suggestions for a sensible descent from
the mounting cost of prescription
drugs.)

Local 6 Druxn and Drill Team
Is a Consistent Prizewinner
At the Berkeley Parade of Lights,
September 25, the team picked up another second prize, with the majorette
winning a first prize trophy. On September 27, at the Walnut Creek Festival, the team won a first prize and the
majorette a second prize.
Future events, in which the Drum
and Drill Team will participate, include the Clement Street Merchant's
Halloween parade, a night affair on
October 31; the Veteran's Day parade,
November 11, also at night.

Mitchell Distorted Steel Profits,
Productivity Picture, Kefauver Says
presented the Senate with his own
figures, based on data published by
the American Iron and Steel Institute
and found, ". .. the increase in productivity is substantial."
"The increase in labor productivity
... plus the highly satisfactory profits for the first half of the year recently announced by the steel companies," Kefauver said, "strengthens
my conclusion that the steel industry
can well afford to make - a price reduction and perhaps a modest increase in wages without impairing
their ability to make what reasonable
men would call reasonable profits."
Kefauver, in a later speech before
the US Senate, found the same distortions by Secretary Mitchell regarding the profits picture. Mitchell, he
said, ". . . used a statistical measure
which significantly understates the
level of profits."
Again, using data he prepared in
his office, Kefauver noted a significant profit jump in a six-year period
—comparing 1959 and 1953.
"In the case of US Steel, its profits
per ton more than doubled; its profits
as a percent of net worth increased
over 60 percent; and its profits as a
percent of sales nearly doubled. For
the steel industry as a whole, profits
as a percent of net worth rose from
11.2 percent in 1953 to 15.0 percent
in the first half of 1959. The general
showing is therefore not one of decreasing profitability, as might be inferred from the secretary's report, but
of increasing profitability.
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Co s on sh
it Bounce Back Here's
HEN HE was in San Francisco for the AFL-CIO
national convention in September Secretary of
Labor Mitchell in an off the ,record session was reported to have said that he did not think that invoking
the Taft-Hartley Act would accomplish what the steel
industry is _ trying to do with regard to the wage
freeze.
The secretary was quoted: "I don't think that the
steel industry, the steel management has looked at
this problem realistically if they think that the invocation of the Taft-Hartley Law with its 80-day injunction will with certainty bring about a settlement. I
am rather-of the opinion that the Taft-Hartley injunction, and this is based on the little experience that we
have had with it, that the Taft-Hartley injunction in
the steel strike would merely stop bargaining for the
period of 80 days, very likely no agreement would be
reached and the strike would be resumed with no redress as far as government legislative action is concerned."
• The ILWU and other maritime unions .of the West
Coast played a considerable role in that "little experience" to which the secretary referred.
The experience proved two things (1) that 80 days
of cooling off can be turned into 80- days of seething
hot anger and (2) that the theory to which so many
politicians and management people cling — that the
members and the leaders of labor have different interests and points-of-view—is false.

W

When Taft-Hartley Was
Fresh on Law Books
HE WEST COAST maritime "experience"

happened back in 1948 when Taft-Hartley was fresh
upon the law books. In that year the West Coast longshore agreement and the agreements of several offshore unions were scheduled to expire on June 15.
On March 26 the ILWU Coast Negotiating Committee, after an exchange of letters with the Waterfront
Employers' Association, said in a letter transmitted to
all longshore locals: "... we have concluded that the
employers answer leaves little room for doubt that
they intend to seek sweeping changes in the hiring
hall which, if successful, would leave us with the pre1934 fink halls or with a roof over the pre-1934 shape
up."
The longshore caucus recommended concentration
on three main demands by the union, these being preservation of the hiring hall, reduction of the work
shift to 8 hours without reduction in pay and reduction in the qualifying hours for vacations. The caucus,
on reconvening on April 8 instructed the Coast Longshore Negotiating Committee to conduct a referendum
„strike vote behind the union's demands and approved
the actipn of,- the Coast-, Negotiating Committee in
opening, the Coast Longshore Agreement, which had
been done on April 5. .

T

It Was Agreed Unions Would
Go Back Together or Stay Out
N THE NEXT day the ILWU delegates held a
joint conference with delegates repreenting the
National Maritime Union, the Marine Engineers Beneficial Association, the Radio Division of MEBA, the
National Union of Marine Cooks and Stewards and an
official observer from the independent Marine Firemen, Oilers, Wipers and Watertenders_ Union. The
joint cOnference recommended a Program for common
strike action te be submitted to the memberships of all
unions.
The conference recommended that in event the shipowners should refuse to recognize or bargain collectively with any of the participating unions, the number one demand of all unions would become recognition for such union.
Common demands agreed upon and recommended
were for maintenance and strengthening Of the hiring
hall principles and practices in a manner satisfactory
to each individual union; reduction of work hours to
40 hours a week at sea and to an 8-hour work shift
for longshoremen; guaranteed annual vacations with
pay to all seafaring personnel and to all deck workers;
a "willing and able" clause in all contracts to protect
unions against Taft-Hartley union-busting; substantial wage increases; adequate contract provisions for
safety, . health, welfare and pensions; protection
against overwork, speedup, long hours and unemployment, and clarification and improvement of existing
working rules.
It was recommended that "each union take action to
guarantee that the solidarity of the unions will be
expressed in common action on June 15 if necessary,
and that all unions strike together for their common

0

demands—stay out on strike together—and go back
to work together." No individual union was to sign a
contract unless each striking union obtained a satisfactory agreement covering:the common demands on
which the unions agreed.

Employers Had No Intention
To Bargain in Good Faith
N APRIL 19 the negotiating committee for the
Waterfront Employers Association, headed on
that day by Attorhey Marion Plant,• made it amply
clear that the employers had no intention of bargaining in good faith. He said the employers' committee
was without authority to bargain and reach agreement. A few days earlier the shipowners objected to
meeting longer than an hour and also objected to any
regular schedule for meetings, pleading "other commitments." The union committee, led by ILWU President Harry Bridges, said it stood ready to negotiate
steadily, including nights and Sundays, until an agreement could be reached. Bridge‘ stated the union cornmitte had full authority to reach agreement.
The unspoken attitude of the shipowner negotiators
was "we've got a new. law now that robs you of your
striking power and we've: got a President ready, willing and anxious to give you the works." They saw no
reason to engage in good faith collective bargaining.
The Waterfront Employers Association was headed
by Frank Foisie as president. For years he and Attornies Gregory Harrison and Plant had been chief
spokesmen for the shipowners in negotiations with
shoreside unions. Foisie was the innovator in Seattle
of the infamous fink hall which .there preceded the
1934 strike. In that strike the entire coast won jointly
administered halls from a board of arbitration appointed by President .Franklin D.,Roosevelt.
Up to their eventual fall from favor in the shipowners' circles it would be hard to find any other three
men on the West Coast more reactionary and bitterly
anti-labor than Foisie, Harrison and Plant. They were
holdovers from an archaic age of labor-busting by
tear gas and gun. Their misleadership of the employers and their misleading of the public, in which they
were finally caught red-handed; led to their eventual
downfall in a reorganization of the employers' association.

O

Vote to Strike Ran Better
Than Ninety to Ten
T THE SAME time that the ILWU committee was
being brushed off by the employers, the National
Maritime Union found its demands countered with a
demand from the East Coast shipowners that the hiring hall and other contract clauses which they said
violated the Taft-Hartley Law be eliminated. The National Union of Marine Cooks and Stewards was being
told by the Pacific American Shipowners Association
that "our opinion is that we have to hire off the dock."
They also admitted that an earlier formula which they
had worked out with Harry Lundeberg of the Sailors
Union of the Pacific was an open shop formula.
Following the April 19 breakoff strike ballots spelling out the demands together with the commitment to
other maritime unions went out to all longshore and
clerk members of ILWU.
The vote to strike ran better than 90 percent in the
coastwide balloting. The United States Conciliation
and Mediation Service, a Taft-Hartley' creation, re-quested the parties to resume negotiations on May 18.
At an informal conference on.May 11,.,,ca1led by Commissioner Halloran of the service, the shipowners
agreed to furnish a committee with authority to bargain and to make themselves available for continuous
negotiations if necessary.

A

Employers Anticipated That
Government Would,Strikebreak
ONCILIATIVE negotiations ended May 25

in a
complete stalemate. The ILWU negotiators returned to their home ports to help mobilize for the
strike which was to begin on June 16.
Anticipating that the federal government would obtain an 80-day cooling off injunction to prevent the
strike, the employers disregarded their May 11 agreement and flatly rejected every ILWU demand, emphatically rejecting the demands for the shorter week
shift, for reduction of the work week and for a wage
increase. The shipowners pressed their own counter
demands which were to wreck the hiring hall, eliminate the ten-year-old sling load agreement and insti-

C

en
tute a system of speedup.. They ,also demanded a long
term contract with no wage reviews.
Preliminary to seeking an injunction, President
Harry S. _Truman, responding to a request from the •
employers, appointed a fact finding board.
The Dispatcher commented editOrially:
"Every port is bent on all out preparation for
June 15 and every worker is ready to hit the bricks
for his legitimate demands. Harry Truman can use I
the forces of the government in the shipowners'
. fight to rob workers and the people. He can hamper,
annoy and give us temporary setbacks, but he can't
by fiat, persuasion or law kill the fire of militant
unionism and fight that has been kindled in our

hearts."

That statement turned out to be.prophetic.

Truman Was Cited for 'Full
And Odious Responsibility'

O0

JUNE 14, two days before the date set for the
strike to begin, United States District Judge - •
George B. Harris issued a temporary'restraining order
without a hearing. A new strike date was set to coincide with the expiration of the temporary restraining
order at 10:30 a.m., Jun4 24.
A joint statement issued by the West Coast maritime unions denounced the action as "a straight • outstrike breaking attempt for which President Truman Must take full and odious responsibility.
"It represents complete governmental support to the
shipowners and complete denial of fundamental constitutional rights for the workers of the maritime industry: The.contentions of the attorney general in his
action, taken on presidential order, that it is to protect
the safety and health of the nation is completely

phoney."
While the 80-day injunction was being argued before

Judge Harris the employers hit in another direction.
They filed charges against the ILWU of unfair labor
practices under the Taft-Hartley. law. The charges,
filed with the employer-dominated National Labor Relations Board were:
1. Refusal to arrive at a collective bargaining agreement covering longshoremen until and unless agreement satisfactory to the other maritime unions are
concurrently arrived at.
- 2. By refusing to negotiate changes in the hiring
hall, .specifically the removal of dispatchers elected
by the union and the substitution therefor -of a so4alled impartial dispatcher.
3. That, the ILWU is attempting to force the WEA
to enter into collective bargaining contracts in viola--;
tion of the Taft-Hartley Law.

The Government Picln't. Care
Abota the
•
.„, Couses
EANWHILE, the 80-day"cooling off" injunction
was argued before: Judge Harris. One of two
government Attorneys flown to the West Coast from
New. York told the court that the government was not
interested in causes of the strike or lockout, but only
in the narrow issue as to whether a strike threatened
and whether it would imperil the national health and
•
safety'
The union's attorneys expressed surprise and .shock
that the -government should! be without interest as to
• the - causes.
Through several witnesses the government attorney
went so far as to try to show that almost all life would .
stop in the, even-Wel a Atrike:\I-IeWeVer,• cross exam- ination revealed that,mest of the witnesses knew little t.
or _nothing bOut th'el situatfon. ?'017164,adtzi1lt4l. admitted '
• that his testimony,would have, been the same six years
ago, two weeks ago 'or would be the Same- 80 days
hence.
Included in the evidence presented to- the court by
.the union was a 27-page affidavit with numerous exhibits attached submitted by ILWU President Harry
Bridges. It gave a detailed account of the background
of the dispute and attacked the "peril the health .and
safety" theory. It pointed to previous maritime strikes
and showed that more than anything else they hurt
shipowners' profits.
As expected, Judge Harris turned his temporary -restraining order into a Taft-Hartley injunction against
a strike_ for the full 80 days of so-called "cooling off."
The unions.now reset their strike date for.September 2 and they declared that the strike "is now as

M

inevitable as the tides."
the union met with the employers again on July 19.

Every demand, every 'suggestion, every attempt at
'discussion was met with a cynical reply from attorney
Marion Plant. Bridges said: "It is obvious that.so long
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RE NOT SUCKERS!

membership made it clear they would not bypass their
elected negotiators directly on an employer written
offer.

'Cooling Off' Over and
Ships Come to Standstill
A T MIDNIGHT on September 1 the ships came to a

cR
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WE'RE NOT VOTING!
INTERNATIONAL LONGSHOREMEN'S & WAREHOUSEMEN'S UNION-CIO

This is a facsimile of the poster which dotted West
Coast docks in advance of the NLRB polling on the
employers' last offer. The "We're not voting" was
no idle threat.
as the shipowners have the protection of the injunction
which prevents the union from backing up its demands
that they will make no concessions of any kind on hours,
wages and working conditions."

Profits Were a 'Good Reason'
For Endangering Limb and Life

DLANT HELD up profits as the reason and a "good
reason" for Working ships around the clock even
though it meant loss of limb and life to longshoremen.
-"That's the reason we are in business," he said. The
employers made it clear they intended to split away
part of the union from the bargaining.
The employers began a public campaign in daily
news releases and paid advertisements accusing the
longshoremen and other dock workers of violating the
court injunction by .a "slowdown." Handmaiden to
these releases was a planned speedup. All dockworkers
were warned by the union to resist this misuse of the
court injunction, to militantly guard their rights. It
was pointed out that the court injunction did not say:
"slave harder for these plunderers arid slavedrivers."
To bolster their propaganda about the so-called
."slowdown" the shipowners filed a damage suit
against 600 longshoremen and their wives at Coos
Bay, Oregon, as well as against the ILWU local there.
This action turned out to be the beginning ofa fear
campaign in anticipatiml of the NLRB balloting on
the employers' last offer as regAired-.4,,the Taftwas 'scheduled to hold
Hartley Act which the
near the end .of the "cooling off" 'period: :This last
offer was submitted to the president's board of inquiry on August 10. Analysis-showed it to be full of
jokers hicluding an offered nickel increase to hide an
actual wage cut The offer also excluded about 20
percent of the waterfront membership previously covered by contract.
MoreOVer, the employers did not pay the union negotiators the -courtesy of showing Ahem their final
offer: Instead ?they'bypassed-the negotiating- committee and mailed the offer directly to the membership of
all locals.

A Jolting Boomerang,for
Shipowners, NLRB;:Trunian
N AUGUST 31, after the two-day balloting period
was completed, there came a jolting boomerang
for the shipowners, for the NLRB and for Truman. In
all ports up and down the coast the NLRB,spent thousands of dollars setting up polling places and furnishing
personnel to receive the ballots on the shipowners' final
ofer. From early Morning until nightfall the polling
booths with their attendant inspectors and officials
stood waiting for the longshoremen to line up and vote.
Not one man showed up to vote. Not a single ballot
was cast.
On September 1 the executive secretary of the
NLRB, Frank M. Kleiler, issued the report on the balloting as follows:
2G,965
Number of eligible employees
0
Ballots marked "yes"
0
Ballots marked "no"
0,
Ballots challenged
0
Total ballots east
. No union had ever before shown such solidarity. The

O

standstill on the West Coast and. at 10:40 a.m.,
September 2, the time for automatic dissolvement of
the "cooling off" injunction, picket lines went up on
the waterfront.
The. employers then made another offer, somewhat
sweeter but not much more so than the offer which
was ignored by the boycott of the NLRB poll. Along
with this offer they publicly declared that they could
not legally bargain with the union because it had not
complied with the Taft-Hartley Act. The 'compliance
referred to were those portions of the act which were
completely voluntary insofar as unions Were concerned.
The union countered by putting,the propositions to
the membership in• referendum vote. The longshoremen, ships clerks, watchmen and walking bosses voted
11,821 to 391 against accepting the sweetened offer
of the employers and they voted 11,669 to 694 against
signing anti-communist affidavits. Up to the repeal of
this section of the Taft-Hartley Act the West Coast
dock workers had never been in compliance with the
Taft-Hartley Act on its voluntary provisions.
Despite this overwhelming vote in support of the
leadership, the shipowners embarked upon a concentrated program of red baiting.
The United States army needing supplies in the
Orient asked both the 'union and employers to work
despite the strike. The shipowners said "no." The
union said "yes." Finally two independent stevedoring
firms signed up with both.the army and the. union.
These were Sprague and Griffiths in Seattle and
Mitchell Stevedoring Company in San Francisco.
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson of San Francisco offered
to mediate the dispute between the union and the
employers. The union accepted, the employers refused.

The Employers Stumble .0ver
Their Final Big Mistake
THE EMPLOYERS raised, the slogan "You can't do
business with communism," and demanded that
the leadership of the ILWU resign as a condition for
the resumption of collective bargaining.
The ranks held fast anst the propaganda. Every
major newspaper in the San Francisco bay area and
up and down the coasj7
the.-employers,- usirig
every word of their propaganda. '
Finally on October 1 the employers made their final
big mistake. They took large ads in the newspapers
showing V. Molotov, foreign minister. of the USSR,
hoisting a highball with ILWU President Harry
Bridges. Obviously the implication was that Bridges
went to Moscow to get instructions to call the strike
of the West Coat longshoremen. The ad gave no explanation of the picture, which had for caption only
the. names.
On October 3 the union published an answering advertisement. The union's advertisement reprinted the
picture of Mr. Bildges and Mr. Molotov together with
a picture of Mr. Molotov shaking hands with Henry F.
Grady, the leading shipowner. Both pictures had been
taken at the same reception which was held during the
formation of the United Nations in San Francisco in
1945. Also in the union advertisement there was contained a letter from Adrian J. Falk, a leading San
Francisco employer, to he host of the reception expressing his deep gratitude for being invited to meet
such a "tremendously vital and brilliant world figure"
as Mr. Molotov. And to cap it the Union advertisement
printed the guest list which was tantamount to the
•

•
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social register of San Francisco and the Bay Area. The
advertisement was headed "Now Who Is Fooling the
Public?"
That broke the backs of Messrs. Foisie, Harrison
and Plant.

The Employers Come Back With
New Committee, New Look
N NOVEMBER 6 the ILWU negotiating committee met in San Francisco to examine the whole
strike picture and. "to make a bid to open negotiations
with the .shipowners to end the waterfront strike." The
bid was 'successful. On November 11, Armistice Day,
full scale negotiations opened. Absent from the negotiating table were Foisie, Harrison and . Plant. The
employer committee was made • up of 20 members.
They • imported as their spokesman Dwight C. Steele,
president of the Hawaii Employers Council. Opening
the meeting was Colonel John Kilpatrick of the Ameri=
can President Lines, He stated:"We who represent the
employers are here with a new committee, new outlook
and a desire and determination to negotiate with you
a fair and workable agreement."
Out of his words came the term "New Look." President Bridges of the ILWU replied that the union also
was anxious to press forward in good faith and obtain
a fair and satisfactory agreement.
From this point on the union and the employers put
out not separate releases -attacking each other,- but
joint releases reporting progress on their negotiations.
On Thanksgiving Day, November 25, a final agreement was reached, "based on complete good faith,"
and- the union and employer committees'stated in a
joint press release that "This contract and this new
spirit can mean a new era for West Coast shipping."
It has. For the eleven years following the shipowners and the workers have been getting along.
There have been differences'and beefs, of course—and
there always will be—but there has been machinery
to settle them.
The moral is that all of this could have been brought
about before the almost 6 months of bitter struggle if
the Foisie-Harrison-Plant leadership of the employers
had not felt assured by the Taft-Hartley Act and Harry
S. Truman that the West Coast maritime workers could
be licked.

O

Changes Were Built on Rank
And File Militancy and- StrenOth
TODAY THE old Waterfront Employers .Association
is gone. So is the old organization- that dealt with
the off-shore unions. They: are now: combined: undernew leadership in the Pacific Maritime Association.
The changes which.have taken place Since 1948 and
the new gains marked up since then—to name a few,
pensions, medical and dental care, sharing- in the benefits of automation and the 8-hour shift guarantee—
were built on the foundation of militancy and the
fighting strength of the rank and file.
test of the union and its
The 1948 strike was
principles. The Taft-Hartley injunction, the 80-day
"cooling off" period and the balloting on the employers' final offer had all been carefully written into law
in an effort to drain off the union's fighting ability.
The ILWU showed that with proper unders,tanding and
Unity even these obstacles could be licked. '
Despite the differences in time and setting, the injunction has been used in the same way against the
East Coast longshoremen.' And the threat of -injunction is being used as a':pressure- against -the Striking
steel workers. It remains to be 'Seen whether'flid rank
and file of these unions are given the leadership and
the inspiration to take on this challenge and lick it.
If they do, they- will come out of this battle- tougher
and more united and with greater gains and achievements than ever before.
-

CERTIFICATION
Following submission of the Final Report to the_President Of the
States by the Board of Inquiry (created pursuant,tp,Sec4on 206
-4,
(
of the Labor Management Relations Act of 1947, by Executive Order 99
dated June 3, 1948),

urlritc:a

IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED THAT:
I, Pursuant to.Section 269 (b) of the -Labor Management Relations
Act of 1947, the National Labor Relations Board on August 30 and 31 condacted a "final offer" ballot among the employees members of 1,aterfront
Employers Association, et al, in each of the twelve groups set forth in the above-mentioned Final Report of the Board of Inquiry (pp. 29 to 58,
inclusive). The results of said ballot are as follows:
Number of eligible employees (in all 12 groups)
Ballots marked "Yes"
Ballots marked "No"
Ballots ch6.11enged
Total ballots cast

261965
0
0.
0

-employer last offer" balloting filed by the executive secreHere is a reproduction from the report on•the"
iary of the National Labor Relations Board.
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The Mitchell Message and
ILWU Reply on Labor Law

BIG SHITS AND LITTLE FISHES

GSA PBS TELETYPE
WASHINGTON D.C.
10-1-59
HARRY BRIDGES, PRES.
INTERN'L LONGSHOREMEN'S AND WAREHOUSEMEN'S UNION
SF
150 GOLDEN GATE
Your attention is called to Section 504 of the Labor Management Reporting and
Disclosure Act of 1959 which has been in effect since Monday, September 14. This
section of the Act makes it a criminal offense, punishable by fine or imprisonments,
or both:
1. For any person to wilfully serve as an officer or employee, eXcept in clerical
or custodial positions, in a labor organization, or in an employer association which
deals with labor organization, or as a labor relations consultant within five
years of:
A. Membership in the Communist Party;
B. Conviction or imprisonment for robbery, bribery, extortion, embezzle•
ment, grand larceny, burglary, arson, violation of the narcotics law, murder, rape,
assault with intent to kill, assault which inflicts grievous bodily injury, or conspiracy to commit such crimes;
C. Conviction or imprisonment for violation or conspiracy to violate the
reporting or trusteeship provisions of this Act: or
2. For any labor organization or officer thereof knowingly and wilfully to permit
any person to assume or hold any office or paid position contrary to the above
prohibition; unless the persons holding the office or position, having been convicted or imprisoned has, within such five year period, either—
A. Had his citizenship rights fully restored after their revocation because
of such conviction, or
B. Had a determination by the Board of Parole of the United States Department of Justice that his service in any such capacity would not be contrary
to the purposes of the Act.
This is to request that you advise me within ten days whether any persons serving
in your organization in capacities referred to in Section 504 have, within the past
five years, held membership in the Communist Party or had a conviction or served
any term of imprisonment for any crimes specified in that section, and if the
answer is yes please furnish a written list of such persons and advise me what
action your organization is taking regarding these individuals.
JAMES P. MITCHELL
SECY OF LABOR

GLADSTEIN, ANDERSEN, LEONARD & SIBBETT
240 Montgomery Street
San Francisco 4
October 9, 1959
Honorable James P. Mitchell
Secretary of Labor
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Secretary:
Your telegram of October 1, 1959, addressed to Harry R. Bridges, President, International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union, has been referred to this
offic2 as the attorneys for the International union.
In ycur telegram you request Mr. Bridges to advise you whether any persons serving in the "organization" as officers or employees except in a "clerical or custodial
position" have, within the past five years, held "membership" in the "Communist
Party", or had a "conviction", or served any time of imprisonment for a long list
of specified crimes. Your request refers to Section 504 of the Labor-Management
Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959.
(1) In our 'judgment, and we have so advised Mr. Bridges, Section 504 is unconstitutional, since it violates the provisions of at least the First and Fifth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States. Among other cases which could be
cited, we should like to call your attention to American Communication Assn. v.
Dotuls, 339 U.S. 382; Weiman v. Updegraf, 344 U.S. 183; and Yates v. United
States, 354 U.S. 298.
2. We are unable to find anything in Section 504, and we have so advised Mr.
Bridges, which gives you the authority to make the "request" you have made, or
which requires him to respond thereto.
3. Nor are we able to find anything in Section 504, and we have so advised Mr.
Bridges, which imposes upon him any affirmative duty to undertake the various
investigations which might be necessary in order to obtain the information to
which your telegram refers.
4. As we read it, and this too we have told Mr. Bridges, Section 504 is so vague
and indefinite-as to be meaningless.
a. We are 'unable to advise our client with any -degree of certainty
whether the "organization" referred to in your telegram means the International
Union of which he is President, or whether it means all of its locals, each of
which hag complete autonomy concerning the election and recall of its Officers
and the hiring and firiyig Of its employees. Nor can we tell with any certainty
which employees fall Within, and which without, the categories of "clerical or
custodial". We do not understand that the law calls upon our client to make
such a determination at his peril.
' b. The law does not specify the facts which Must be determined before
the status of "membership" in the Communist Party is established. Nor does it
state who is to make the determination. Is Mr. Bridges expected to do so, or is
he to wait until a court or some governmental agency has first acted? To
which "Communist Party" does the Act refer? The Stalinists? The Trotskyists?
The Workers Party? Or what?
c. Are you requesting Mr. Bridges to examine the criminal court records
throughout the United States so that he may advise you of the status of an
indeterminate number of officers and employees?
We do not believe that the law calls upon Mr. Bridges to undertake any such burdensome and oppressive inquisition for which there are no standards of guidance
or evaluation, and we have so advised him. We cannot lightly assume that the
Supreme Court would sustain a law so vague, uncertain and indefinite. Among
other cases which could be cited, we should like to call your attention at least to
International Harvester Co. v. Kentucky, 234 U.S. 216, United States v. Cohen
Grocery Co., 255 U.S. 81;Lanzetta v. New Jersey, 306 U.S. 451, and Winters v.
New York, 333 U.S. 504.
For each and all of the foregoing reasons, our client must respectfully decline to
comply with your "request".
Very truly yours,
(s) GLADSTEIN, ANDERSEN,LEONARD & SIBBETT
Via Air Mail

VHE JUDGES say that trying to pick carrying capacity. It can support just
a winning title out of all the sug- so many deer, and no more.
gested titles we received for this col-1
When a condition of over-population
umn, was one of the toughest jobs they. 'exists, the range is in danger of being
ever had. Any one of the many sent in ruined, sometimes for all time.
could have appropriately headed these
Deer feeding is not a substitute for
writings. But we had to choose one, and deer cropping. One has to shoot and
it is as above: BIG SHOTS and LITTLE kill to make room for more—so you
FISHES.
may shoot some more.
The winning title was submitted by
As the apples are picked from the
Oscar A. Ruuttila, a member of Waretree, when they are ripe in fall, they
at
1864
house Local No. 18, who lives
are disposed of, not stored away in
Fourth Street, Astoria, Ore.
some warehouse to rot. Likewise, when
Runner-up titles were submitted by there is a surplus of deer—bucks, does,
Chester E. Smith of Local 19, 7510- or any
combination thereof—they
19th St., Seattle, Washington; John M. should be harvested.
Ave.,
Narbonne
25534
Fiesal, Local 63,
This is a biological finding that supLomita, California; Mrs. Willard Brewer, whose husband is a member of Local ports simple facts, and represents our
6, and lives at 2507 Grande Vista Ave- stand when it comes to certain rod and
nue, Oakland, California and Tony Gar- gun groups opposing regulated hunts
cia of P. 0. Box 336, Port Hueneme, and special doe hunts.
California.
Congrats to the winners, I'm sorry EARLY settlers in our country used
everybody couldn't win. Let me know if
deer meat as one of the main fares.
you haven't received a pair of lures at Bear oil was used as a cure-all ointthis writing.
ment for every sort of cut and burn.
John Fiesal of Local 63, Lomita, It found high favor as axle grease. It
California, passes along the following also was used for cooking and frying
piscatorial philosophy:"The time spent and went into the making of candles,
in fishing and hunting is not counted soap, and hair oil. And, on those cold
winter nights bearskins were used for
against our allotted time on earth."
*
overcoats and bed clothing.
HE FOLLOWING information is in
Another use that the present day
line with the days' current object, housewife may disagree with was
outdoor pursuit recently, deer on the pointed out by the early historian,
William Byrd. He said:
hoof.
Deer usually—and remember we said
"Bears are black and so is their
usually—move around and feed about dung, but it will make linen white,
an hour after sunrise and an hour be- being a tolerable soap without any
fore sunset. This general pattern should preparation except drying."
prevail in any area until the hunting
-x- *
pressure mounts. After that it is likely
you like to have two
WOULD
OW
th.;2r1 the deer will bed down for the
Shyster lures?
of
these
fish-gettin'
unless
wLieday, moving very little
All you,have to.do is send its a snap-distuxbed.
doesn't- have to be a new one--Most always they will be bedding shot—it
updown in thick, concealing growth,
wind from their feeding grounds.
When the day is still, or there might
be a slight breeze blowing towards the
deer, the alert animal can hear a small
twig break or a leaf rustle—a half-mile
or so away!
Granted, there are many like sounds
in the woods that could be caused by
critters, other than huntsmen, but the
scent of the human is strong. The sound depicting a hunting or fishing scene,
—familiar or not—will alert the deer to and we'll fire back a pair of the illustrated lures right away.
cautiously watch, sniff and listen.
The successful hunter, who stalks his
Send your photo and a few words as
game, hunts very slowly, carefully and to what the photo is about to:
noiselessly as possible, covering the
Fred Goetz
ground thoroughly. In fairly brushy
Dept. TD
terrain, a half-mile per 'hour is good
404 Times Bldg.
coverage.
Portland 4, Oregon.
The wary deer rely on a keen sense
This offer is limited to union memof smell, hearing and eyesight. A deer
and all members of their families.
bers
the
off,
unless
can smell a hunter way
hunter is on some sort of height or One letter and photo per person, please.
slope above.
An attitude of constant alertness is a
must, assuming that the next split second you'll be having a chance for a
shot. The rifle should be carried in a
"ready" position, loaded (safety on) for
instant firing. A deer may jump up
within 25 yards or less of the hunter
and be' out of sight in less than five
MEXICO, D. F. — Ex-President Lazseconds.
noise
ara
Cardenas, speaking at a commemmaking
against
caution
As a
in the brush, it's a good idea to wear a orative ceremony on the tenth anniversoft outer garment. This cushions the sary of Communist China, condemned
sound of brushing through the thickets. the intolerance, the violence, the politHere's wishing you the best of luck! ical repression, and the anti-communist
'* * -x.
propaganda in the (western) hemisNE OF THE MOST unusual acci- phere.
"The fact that some people are not
dents in the books happened this
past season when northwoods hunter In sympathy with progressive social
Vic Samol became the victim of his own doctrines or advanced economic systems cannot and must not be deemed a
shotgun, fired by his dog.
Seems like Vic placed his shootin' crime," said Cardenas. "The Mexican
iron '16ngside a fence post and climbed constitution does not prohibit that
through. His dog came after him, Mexicans shall think as conservatives
brushed the gun, knocked it down and or radicals."
The commemorative ceremony, held
it went off, discharging about 40 pellets into Vic's hide.
in the headquarters of the National
Electrical Workers Union, was sponYic recovered, but very painfully,
* * *
sored by the Society for Mexican
N AMAZING paradox exists in the Friendship with Peoples China, and by
deer hunting scene. To have more, the Workers University of Mexico, the
we must,in some instances, shoot more. latter founded by the trade union
Any given piece of land has certain leader, Vicente Lombardi) Toledano.
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CardenasAsks
Free Reign
For All Ideas
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High Court
To Rule on
UnionCases
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Back in
session October 12 after a three-month
recess, the U.S. Supreme Court began
considering an accumulation of cases
bearing on labor, civil rights and personal liberties.
Of direct importance to unions, the
Justices agreed to review a Georgia
Supreme Court decision 'holding that a
contract requiring employees to join a
union was unconstitutional if the union
used dues money to support political
causes opposed by some members.
The High Court also agreed to consider an appeal challenging the constitutionality of a New York law, directed
primarily against the ILA, barring convicted felons from holding union office.
The labor reform law contains a similar
provision.
On other issues of interest, the Supreme Court took these major actions:
e Refused to reconsider two 1958 rulings — Barenblatt. and Uphaus — upholding the right of the House UnAmerican Activities Committee and of
the States to investigate Communist
activities.
• Agreed to consider, along with the
Scales case, a second appeal — Noto —
testing the provision of the Smith Act
which holds that membership . in the
Communist Party is illegal.'
* Refused to review two North Carolina court decisions upholding the
State's public school placement law —
a statute which is generally regarded
as a device to slow down desegregation.
•Refused to review the decision of a
lower Federal court holding that the
absence of Negroes from the Carroll
County, Miss., voting lists, from which
criminal juries were selected, constituted systematic exclusion of Negroes
from juries, and -therefore invalidated
the conviction of a Negro by an allwhite jury.
•Began hearings On the Federal Government's claim that the 1953 Submerged Lands Act did not give. States
ownership of submerged lands that
were more than three miles off their
shores.

29 More Receive
Pension Benefits
SAN FRANCISCO — Twenty-two
Dock Workers were retired on the
ILWU-PMA pension and seven widows began receiving ILWU-PMA
Survivor benefits as of November 1,
1959, Henry Schmidt, -Pension Director announced this week.
They were: Local 10: Simon Katan and Maurice Snow; Local 13:
Eld Hanson; Local 19: Andrew
Enokson, Arthur Foerster, Harry
Olsen and Charles Williams; Local
23: Homer Upton; Local 91: August
Mattson; Local 92: Carl Carlson;
Local 94: Arthur Beddome and Jack
Gannon; Local 98: Emil Lindquist;
all on the ILWU-PMA regular pension.
On the Amended Plan:'Local 10:
Teofilo Rozario ; Local 13: Patrick
Hegarty, John Kostich and Andrew
Shewbridge.
On the Disability Pension were:
Local 10: John Lollick; Local 13:
Walter Leafquist and Luther Sutton; Local 23: George Thompson;
and Local 94: Cecil Caldwell.
The widows are: Eulalia Cabral,
Lyda Davidson, Florence Fretwell,
Maude Hamilton, Ruth Mason, Anna
Merrick and Birdie Newquist.

E. T. (Jeff) Jeffress on the job prior
to his retirement as a longshoreman.

She finally succeeded in renting an
apartment from .a landlord who said
he found her problem a challenge to his
Christianity.
Time anti-segregration bills were supported by the Columbia River District
Council in a resolution, and by the
council's lobby in Salem.

NCDC Asks Locals
To. Aid Steel Strikers
OAKLAND—All local unions affiliated with the Northern California District Council—ILWU were asked whenever possible to give work to striking
steelworkers. Steelworkers representatives were invited to speak at the next
meeting, scheduled for Oct._ 31, at
Broderick, California.

Famed Editor:Spend Arms
SAN FRANCISCO — Norman Cousins, world-famed editor of the Saturday
Review of Literature, interviewed on
television here after his return from a
visit to the Soviet Union, said he is
absolutely convinced this time that the
Soviet people are as anxious for peace
as the American people because both
know that there can be no winners and
another war would be sheer suicide.
Speaking on William Winter's television program (KGO-TV) last Sunday
night, Cousins said both sides are prepared for a military showdown, but no
one can win a military, showdown.
"When I say we are prepared," he
said, "I don't mean that we are prepared for anything except suicide. It
seems to me that the Soviet Union is
not interested in a nuclear war because
they too know they can't win. They
know that no one can win.
The important question for Americans now, he said, is to take a serious
look at the proposal before the United
Nations by Khrushchev for total disarmament with inspection and enforcement.
"Now it is our turn to speak. The
world is listening. I don't think that
we are especially wise if we think that
we can dismiss this as just a propaganda maneuver."
"I am terribly concerned about the
fact that the United States now has,
it seems to me, a magnificent opportunity. Instead of trying to play it
smart about the proposals of Khrushchev for disarmament I think we
ought to welcome these proposals, to
say we accept them, and then Put them
to the test.
"For us to take a standoffish attitude or even to allow time to pass with-

out making it clear that we have
dynamic ideas of our own is to me a
very costly thing.
What were some of Cousins' ideas of
a proper response to the Russians?
"Now I hope," he said, "that when
we respond to the Khrushchev proposals we will top the Khrushchev proposals. I would hope that we would
say for example that we are willing
to put fifty percent of everything we
save in disarmament into world development. That we are %piling to put
fifty percent of'what we save in the
war against disease, against poverty."
Cousins related an unusual set of
experiences he had in the Soviet Union,
including three talks he was invited to
give. One talk was on peace before the
Presidium of the Soviet Union, the
highest governing body. Another was
on American philosophy of the rights
of man and a third dealt with the
Pasternak case.
He said that with very few exceptions most of the people he talked
to were anxious to hear more. He noted
that he spoke very frankly about
American's attitudes toward Hungary
and Poland and told why many Americans have- reacted negatively to the
Soviet Union,
TV interviewer, William Winter,
asked: "Did you get the impression
that they were hearing something
new?"'
Cousins answered: "No I didn't.
The impression that I got was that the
Soviet Union is now beginning to open
up and there is a great hunger for contact with the outside world. And there
have been great changes in the Soviet
Union in the past few years and I hope
that the American people understand
what these changes are because if we
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Ed (Jeff) Jeffress, Veteran
Militant Unionist, Is Dead

Still Tough To Find Place To Live
In Portland Despite Good Law
PORTLAND, Ore.—Finding a place
to live is a major problem in Portland
—if you're non-white.
This was the conclusion of Oregonian
reporter Wallace Turner in a recent
newspaper series on conditions of life
in Portland for Negroes.
Turner's research was touched off by
the passage last spring at the legislature of two laws prohibiting racial
discrimination in the sale or rental of
property. However, the discrimination
is still going on.
Turner was told by a Negro social
worker that. she answered 50 or 60 ads
before finding a landlord who was willing to take in both her and her pet
dog.
She told the reporter: "Some said
the pet could come in, but when told
my race they said no."
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SAN FRANCISCO — Tall, wiry,
rugged, two-fisted and unwearying
fighter for the cause of Labor describes
Edward T. (Jeff) Jeffress.
Jeff died October 8 at the age of
68. He had been an unwearying fighter
in the vineyard from 1911 when he
started longshoring in Seattle until his
last illness a month or so ago which
forced him to ask for temporary leave
as secretary of the San Francisco Bay
Area pensioners' organization. He was
a member of Local 10 and worked in
several ports up and down the Coast.
Jeff went through and threw him-self into every big longshore struggle
of the century-1919, 1934, 1936-37,
1946, 1948. His specialty was publicity
and he was noted for it. Besides contributing articles and features to the
old Voice of the Federation, he sparked
and edited the now famous pictorial
"Men and Ships," which graphically
depicted the 1934 Big Strike. He was
specially noted for his "Snoose McGoose" editorials in the Local 10 Bulletin, which he often edited during various terms on the local's publicity committee. .
His wife survives him.

Dispatching Hall
Impresses Visitor
PORTLAND, Ore.—A recent visitor
to the Local 8 Hiring Hall was Leo
Kwang Cho of the Korea Labor Research Institute.
Mr. Leo, who was winding up a tour
of the US including the Great Lakes
area, was accompanied to the hall by
City Commissioner Stanley Earl, former labor consultant to the Marshall
Plan Mission in Seoul.
The Korean was interested in learning about the hiring procedures used
by West Coast longshoremen; and after
he had had the system explained to him
by Local 8 secretary Everett Ede and
had watched it in operation, he had
this comment:
"I think you have the best union that
could be!"

oneyin War on Poverty

don't we are not going to be able to sions go off, even though we call them
make the most of them . .
tests, these bombs are not tested, these
"The Iron Curtain has now gone up. bombs are used. Every time a bomb
In its place you have a Red Magnet, goes off people get hurt. Now it is imand it seems to me, in fact, that the possible to make a completely clean
challenge to the United States is not nuclear explosion no matter what you
coming from a closed Iron Curtain so- do; some radioactive materials will get
ciety but from an increasingly open so- into the air. ciety."
"These radioactive materials will
Cousins noted that the Soviet Com- cover the Earth. They will .get on
mittee for Peaceful and Cultural Rela- grasses, they will get in the milk, they
tions is spending millions upon millions will get into the bones of people, espeof rubles "in order to showcase the cially the bones of children.
Soviet Union."
"As a matter of fact there is not now
He spoke bitterly about the recently a single child in the United States who
concluded treaty with the Turkish gov- does not have some detectable traces
ernment, which would set up nuclear of radioactive strontium in his bones."
missile bases in Turkey. He asked, "Do
He discussed some of the technical
you think that's going to improve the aspects of strontium poisoning and
chances of world peace or improve the radioactivity in the bones of children
chances of our being victorious over and addecl;"Now, we hope that we can
the Soviet Union in non-military com- stop before it's too late. I see no secupetition?"
rity for this country in a policy which
He added, "I believe that to make weakens the health of our people. I
this announcement about sending mis- see no security for the United States
siles or setting up missile bases in in a policy which contaminates the air;
Turkey before we fully explore the not only our air, but the air that bepossibilities of having an effective longs to other peoples.
agreement on disarmament and arms
One of the greatest dangers facing
control with the Soviet Union seems to the world, Cousins continued, is the
me to be most unwise."
fact that other countries are developCousins has been, both as editor of ing their own nuclear weapons, and
the Saturday Review and -as a speaker are planning their. own tests.
throughout the country, a leading pro"When that happens you will be conponent of setting up a ban on nuclear fronted with a very serious situation,"
testing.
he noted. "That is why it becomes imIn his TV interview he spent con- portant now before the other countries
siderable time on this question.
.start to test, for us to set up on a
He stated that basic improvements world-wide scale, inside the United Nain the climate between the United tions, the effective machinery which
States and the Soviet Union and in the can make the testing of a nuclear exworld in general make him feel op- plosion a criminal act against human
timistic about a ban on nuclear testing. beings everywhere on Earth. This
"I believe that both governments should be the aim, it seems to me, of
now realize that when nuclear explo- all civilized peoples everywhere."
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New.La or Law: Bonanza for Stoolpigeons
HE LAST issue of the Dispatcher
carried an analysis of Titles I
through IV of the recently enacted
Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin Law. This
discussion, covering Titles V through
VII, is completed below.

T

'Safeguards' Do Not Protect
Unions Against Employers
Title V. Safeguards for Labor
Organizations
These "safeguards" are supposed to
protect the union and its members
from its own officers. It is not aimed
at protecting the union against employers, or spies, or disrupters, or the
NLRB or courts.
1. Fiduciary Responsibility of
Union Officers.
(a) This section begins with a statement that union officers (including all
representatives and shop stewards) are
in the position of trustees so far as
union funds are concerned: They
should not benefit personally as a result of handling union funds, and they
should not have any pecuniary interest
which conflicts with their union responsibilities. (Sec. 501 (a)).
(b) Any member who believes any
officer is violating his position of trust,
ahd who cannot get satisfaction from
the union itself, can sue the officer in
state or federal court to recover damages or secure other appropriate relief.
(Sec. 501 (b)).
(c) Any union officer who "embezzles, steals, or unlawfully and willfully
abstracts or converts to his own use"
any of the union's funds is subject to
maximum fine of $10,000 and/or a year
in prison.
Note: There are, of course, state laws
covering all these acts. This section
makes them federal offenses as well.
(Sec. 501 (c)).
To "occupy a position of trust" has a
specijic and legal meaning, and imposes a whole new series of legal entanglements upon union office holders.
Under the language of this section an
outside court or judge would be given
the power to review the policies and
actions of union officials and then to
determine whether or not in his judgrrimt they had been "solely" for the
benefit of the organization and its
members.
-

ficer who handles funds can serve unless bonded. (Sec. 502 (a)).
(b) Willful violation is punishable by
a maximum fine of $10,000 and/or a
year's imprisonment.
The bonding provisions will undoubtedly be extremely onerous. It is still
not clear which of the many union office holders—if not all—have to be
bonded. These new bonds will be enor-mously , more expensive than the position bonds which are customarily used
by all unions.
According to Senator Wayne Morse,
one 'union which formerly was bonded
by Lloyds of London at a cost of 35
cents per thousand dollars has been
told that the new bonds will run around
$11 per thousand. The International's
bond broker has so far not indicated to
• us at what rate such bonds can be obtained. Meanwhile, all the unions in
America are technically in violation of
this provision of the law because the
..
switch-over to these bonds has not yet
taken place.
3. Making of Loans; Paymerit of Fines.
(Sec. 503)
(a) The un?on may not loan any officer or employee more than $2,000.
(b) The union may not pay the fine
of any officer or employee convicted
for violation of this Act.
(c) Willful violation is punishable
by a maximum fine of $5,000 and/or,a
year's imprisonment.

New Law Dictates Who
May or May Not Be Officers •

4. Prohibition Against Certain Persons
Holding Office.
(a) No one may serve as a union "officer, director, trustee, member of any
executive board or similar governing.
body, business agent, manager, organizer, or other employee" (except clerical and custodial employees), and no
one may serve as an employer labor
relations consultant or as an officer or
employee of an employer's association
which deals with a union, who within
the five years preceding his proposed
service has been a member of the Communist Party or, within that time, has
been convicted of a serious felony. No
union or union officer shall knowingly
permit any such person to serve in any
of these capacities.. (Sec. 504 (a)) The
Taft-Hartley Act non-communist affidavit provision is repealed.
Note: Employers themselves are not
Expenses
New
Enormous
covered by this prohibition. It's all
Added to Union Burdens
right under the Act for an ex-felon to
be an employer.
2. Bonding
(b) Willful violation is punishable
(a) Every union officer, employee,
agent, representative or shop steward by a maximum fine of $10,000 and/or
who handles any union funds shall be a year's imprisonment. (Sec. 504 (k)).
The ILWU, upon advice of counsel,
bonded for not less than 10 per cent of
the money he handle.Locals with prop- has declined to answer questions reerty or annual receipts of less than cently received from Labor Secretary
$5,000 are exempt. The bonds must be Mitchell on this provision of the law.
with a cOrPorate security company (rul- The exchange of communications is
ing •out Lloyds of London); must be published elsewhere in this issue of the
"individual'or schedule in form" (mean- Dispatcher.
ing that the surety company must pass 5. Amendment to Section 302 of
upon the individual concerned; it can- Tait-Hartley (Sec. 505)
(Section 302 of Taft-Hartley pronot just bond the office irrespective of
who fills it). Thus the surety company, vides the restrictions which apply to
in effect, has a veto power over whom the check-off of union dues, and those
a union elects to office, because no of- which relate to welfare and pension

Great New Power
Turned Over to States

Title VII. Amendments to Taft-Hartley
Act. Effective 60 days after enactment.
These amendments are highly technical in character and can be fully
interpreted only in the light of the vast
number of NLRB and court decisions
under Taft-Hartley. Their full significaffce will only appear as the Board and
the courts interpret them in specific
cases. What is said here is incomplete
and preliminary.
A. Federal-State jurisdiction. (Sec.
701, an amendment to Sec. 14 of TaftHartley.) The amendment turns over
to the states jurisdiction of all labor
disputes which the National Labor Relations Board declines to handle because the effect on interstate commerce
is not sufficiently substantial. This
settlement of the question of the "noman's land" between state and federal
jurisdiction throws all the disputed
cases to the states, which is precisely
where employers have, for years, been
to have them go. (Sec. 701 (a)).
trying
union
and
changes of working people
Procedures of the NLRB are somedelegations," the resolution said.
The union's international officers what streamlined by authorizing the
were directed to approach the govern- Board (1) to permit-tliree members to
ment "with a view to include worker act on behalf of the full Board, and
delegations in the current exchange (2) to delegate very considerable authority to the Board's regional- direcprogram."
.
The convention action revealed dis- tors. Any interested party, however,
agreement with foreign policy state- may demand review by the Board.
ments at the third biennial convention (Sec. 701 (b)).
B. Economic Strikers. This is one of
of AFL-CIO, with which IWA is affiliated, in session- during the same week the few improvements in the Xaw. Under Taft-Hartley (Sec. 9 (c).(3)), ecoin San Francisco.
nomic strikers who were "not entitled
reinstatement" were not eligible to
to
Canadian Labor Leader Dies
vote in a representation election. Sec.
OTTAWA,Ont. — A. R. Mosber, pres702 of this Act (an amendment of Sec.
ident emeritus of the Canadian Labor 9 (c) (3) of Taft-Hartley) provides
Congress, died here at 78 while watching that "Employees engaged in an ecoa telecast of a- football game. He was, nomic strike who are -not entitled to
president of the former Canadian Con- reinstatement shall be eligible to vote
gress of Labor ',Airing 'its' 16 years of under such regulations as the Board
.(meaning the NLRB) shall find are
existence,

AFL-CIO Woodworkers Ask
To Meet Russian Workers
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. — The International Woodworkers of America
(AFL-CIO) took a strong stand'for
peace and ending the cold war in a
resolution adopted at the
Twenty-first Constitutional'ConVention
here, favoring an exchange of working
people's delegations with Russia.
The statement noted that since the
1958 cultural exchange agreement between the US and the Soviet Union,
some 82 delegations of Americans and
68 groups of Rnssians tave -been involVed in exchanges sponsored by their
respective governments; and that these
visits have "served to strengthen peace
and make more and more remote the
possibility of war."
Howe,ver, the exchange groups have
consisted of technical, artistic, professional and government representatives
on both sides, and the trends could'"be
more definite and more lasting by ex-

funds. These provisions appear to be
unchanged.)
What the amendment does is to
strengthen the prohibitions against an
employer's (or his agent's) bribing of
union officials or his own employees,
and the prohibitions against receipt of
bribes on the part of union officials.
(Any such payment by an employer,
or its receipt by a union official, must
be reported under the provisions of
Title II and, in addition, might subject
the union official to suit by a member
under the provisions of Section 501 of
this Title V.)
An entirely new clause (becoming
Section 302 (b) (2) of Taft-Hartley)
has been added which prohibits a union
or any of its officers or agents from
demanding or accepting a fee (except
as wages) in., connection with the unloading of• a motor vehicle. (This is
aimed at the practice which prevailed
for a long time in New York and elsewhere of shaking down truck operators
when they arrived at the docks.)
The penalties for violations of • Sec.tion 302 of Taft-Hartley are set forth
in that Act. There is a maximum fine
of $10,090 and/or one year's imprisonment. (Sec. 302 (d)).
Title VI—Miscellaneous Provisions—
Effective immediately.
Sec. 601. Already referred to above.
Authorizes the Secretary of Labor to
,conduct investigations, subpoena witnesses, etc.
Sec. 602. Makes "Extortionate Picketing" illegal. Extortionate picketing
has for its purpose the personal enrichment of an individual. Picketing for a
bona fide increase in wages is not covered. Violation is punishable by fine
(maximum $10,000) and/or by one
year's imprisonment.
Sec. 607. Already referred to above.
Authorizes the Secretary of Labor to
utilize other agencies of the federal
government.
Sec. 609. Already referred to above.
Forbids a union or its officers or representatives to discipline any member
for exercising any of his rights under
this Act. Penalty: suit by the member.
Sec. 610. Already referred to above.
Forbids the use of force and violence
in order to prevent anyone from exer-.
cising his rights under the Act. Criminal penalties.

consistent with the purposes and provisions of this Act in any election conducted within twelve months after the
commencement of the strike."

Curtails Labor's Right
To Fight for Its Rights
C. Boycotts and Recognition Picketing (Sec. 704).
The amendments provided in Sec. 704
greatly restrict union activity both with
respect to boycotts and to picketing
for union _ recognition. Unfair labor
practice charges against unions, based
on these amended sections of TaftHartley-, are to be given priority by the
NLRB (Sec. 704 (d) arnending Sec. 10
(1) of Taft-Hartley). Injunctions and
other suits may be brought against
unions for engaging in such practices.
(Sec. 704 (e) amending Sec. 303 (a) of
Taft-Hartley).
1. Boycotts (Sections 704 (a) and (b)
amend Taft-Hartley (Sec. 8 (b) (4))
by adding a new unfair labor practice
(as Sec. 8 (e)):
"It shall be an unfair labor practice
for any labor organization and any
employer to enter into any contract or
agreement, express or implied, whereby such employer ceases or refrains or
agrees to, cease or refrain from handling, using, selling, transporting or
otherwise dealing in any of the products of any other employer, or to cease
doing business with any other person,
and any contract Or agreement entered
into heretofore or hereafter containing
such an agreement shall be to such
extent unenforceable and void .. ."
Exceptions are made for the construction and garment industries.
2. Recognition Picketing. Sec. 704
(c) amends Sec. 8 (b) of Taft-Hartley
by adding a new subsection (7), the effect of which is to prohibit picketing
for union recognition:
(a) Where the employer has recognized another- union and, under NLRB
rules, the contract is a bar to an election;
(b) Where an election has been held
within the past year;

-

(c) Where the union has not filed a
petition for an election within 30 days
after starting to picket. When a petition is filed under these circumstances
the Board shall direct an immediate
election without any showing of a sub-.
stantial interest by the petitioning
union.
D. Building and Construction Industry (Sec. 705 amending Sec. 8 of TaftHartley).
Certain concessions were made to the
building industry, exempting it from
some of the existing Taft-Hartley restrictions on union activity. It will not
be an unfair labor practice (for the
employer or for the union) to make a
collective bargaining agreement • even
•though,
(1) the union'has not been certified;
(2) the agreement requires union
membership within a week 'after employment;
(3) the agreement requires the employer to notify the union when he
needs Men gr gives the union opportunity to refer qualifed applicants;
(4) the agreement specifies train-.
ing and experience qualifications or
provides for employment priority based
on seniority.
E. Priority in NLRB Case Handling •
(Sec. 706, amending Sec. 10 of TaftHartley by adding a new subsection...
Requires the NLRB to . give priority,.,.
to cases involving,unfair labor practice charges relating.to discriminatioqz,„
with regard to "hire or tenure of elm.,
ployment."
(Note: Cases brought against ILVVU
because of alleged discrimination by ,
the hiring hall will thus have priority.)
This then is a brief examination of
the various sections of the KennedyLandrum-Griffin law. Much that is in
the law will not be clear until after.
test cases and court rulings have interpreted the law.
Meanwhile the Act is now the law
of the land. And the American labor
moVement will spend the next years
trying to live with the most onerous;
crippling legislation in American labor
history,
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U Auxiliary News

Hold Tacoma, Seattle
Oldtimers Get-Together
SEATTLE — Pensioners of longshore Local 19 here joined the Tacoma
pensioners' club, Local 23, recently as
guests at an excellent spaghetti and
meatball dinner-served by the Tacoma
auxiliary, No. 35.
A standing vote of thanks was offered by the .oldtimers to the ladies of
the auxiliary it was reported by William E. Lile, publicity chairman of the
Local 19 pensioners who commented on
the "thoughtfulness of the occasion."
"The spirit of brotherhood and good
fellowship was felt all around," said

Ladies of Tacoma Auxiliary 35
Liler "especially when the oldtimers of
the waterfront of the two Puget Sound
cities get together to reminisce about
times gone by. May we be fortunate
enough to have many more get 143gethers in the near future."

Today's Fight For Civil Rights
Is Great Human Document
BOOK REVIEW When cannery workers employed by Halibut Producers Coop and Marine Foods, Inc., at Seward
Alaska asked ILWU Local 60 to help them organize, the company countered with
formation of a company union with which they signed a backdoor agreement
gequiring all employees to join it or forfeit their jobs. All ILWU members in the
plants were fired and they immediately established picket lines. Shown above
picketing Halibut Producers are Elizabeth Wood, Fay Chouinarcl and Gwen
Covvan. The Halibut Producers picket line was withdrawn when the company
crliered reemployment pending an NLRB investigation and decision. Marine
Foods refused a similar arrangement and the picket line there remains.

Alaska Pickets

Alaska ILWITs Organizing
Effort Bucks Company Union
SEWARD, Alaska — A charge of unfair labor practices was filed here by
Cannery Workers Division of Local GO,
11,WU with the National Labor Relations Board against the Halibut Producers Coop and Marine Foods, Inc.,
after company management created .a
company union in an attempt to defeat
a legitimate union organizing drive.
Last July several employees of Halibut Producers Coop, a shrimp and fish

raden's Prosecutor
Commits Suicide
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — State's Attorney A. Scott Hamilton, the man who
tried to gain fame by prosecuting white
advocates of integration onsedition
charges committed suicide here recently.
Hamilton's death followed a series of
professional and political reverses
which began with his prosecution .of
newspaperman Carl Braden and others
who, tried to help a Negro family purchase a house in a so-called , white
neighborhood. Braden was convicted.
However, his 15-year sentence was set
aside by Kentucky's highest court after
Ire had'served eight months in prison.
Hamilton was finally forced to ask
for dismissal of all charges against all
persons who defended the right of Andrew E. Wade, a Negro postal clerk,
to occupy the .home he had bought.
The so-called "sedition" case was not
entirely:, cleared upi until late 1957,
when , Hamilton was..compelled to return •hundreds - of books he had seized
in raids on the homes of the Bradens
and other defendant)
Last,spring Hamilton Was campaign
manager for a candidate for the nomination for governor Who lost by a record vote after he tried to use red-baiting .and smearing tactics in the campaign. Political observers here believe
this was the reversal Which finally
caused Hamilton to shoot himself.
The Bradens, since their trial and
subsequent release, have become fulllime workers with the Southern Conference Educational Fund, an interracial organization working for racial
equality. They still live in Louisville.
(Anne Braden's book,"The Wall Between," has been widely acclaimed as
one of the finest discourses on racial
understanding and. integration. It is
available from ILWU Book Club.)

processing plant, asked Local GO to
help organize a cannery division. Company supervisors answered by creating
a company union, called the First Seward Shrimp Union and signed a contract with this illegal union.
Employees were •given thirty days to
join or lose their jobs. Those refusing
to sign were dismissed. A strike was
called, a picketline established by
ILWU Local 60.
On August 24, Marine Foods, Inc.,
also signed a contract with the company union.
Several days later. ILWU Second Vice
President Germain Buleke wills other
HAVU representatives tried to get the
manager of Marine Foods to agree to
an impartial ,election, as the majority
of the workers in the plant Were represented by ILWU.
Two weeks later the company, without warning, fired all ILWU members
in the plant. A picketline was established immediately.
On the advice of the NLRB field
examiner, Halibut Producers Coop reemployed the striking workers and the
picketline was removed pending NLRB
investigation and decision. Marine
Foods however refused to make a similar agreement and the picketline remains.
•
When'it was unable to obtain* a
charter the company union affiliated
with • the Seafarers' International
Union, which has been trying to gain a
foothold in the longshore industry in
Seward.
Currently, HAVU Local '60 and the
SIU have both filed for a - representational election with the NLRB.

Report on the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1959
Government Printing Office,
Washington 2.5„ D.C.668 pages
price $2.00 (paper cover)

This is a monumental document
which the US Commission on Civil
Rights has issued, one which we believe is destined to become a handbook
for all who may become involved- in
this continuing struggle in the coming
period. It
also a basic source book
which we believe historians of our
epoch will find invaluable.
This is a big book because it deals
with a big subject and deals with it
fully.
If you, are interested in the struggle
for voting rights by the Negro people,
for example, you will find in this volume such details as the. following:
(In Gadsden County, Florida) "One
elderly Negro who was interviewed said
that he had registered before but had
decided .not to vote. When asked why
he did not go to the polls he said, am
too old to be beaten up.'"
(In Montgomery, Alabama) Mr.
Boynton testified, "Over the past five
years we have had over 800 Negroes
go to the Board of Registrars to get
registered. ... I know some who have
applied thirty times. • . and, to the best
of my knowledge, we haven't had over
two Negroes to qualify and receive
. their certificate of registration."
(In Birmingham, Alabama) "Asbury Howard, Sr., a Negro union leader
(of the Mine Mill & Smelter Workers
(Continued from Page 1)
Union) in Bessemer, saw a cartoon in
before the so-called compromise was
the Kansas City Call, a Negro newspareached,"‘ said Hoffa, "they could not
per. Mr. • Howard thought it would be
be contacted to rally a last ditch atsuitable for, reproduction on a placard,
tempt to cheek this killer bill. They all
urging Negroes to register and vote. conveniently
left word that they could
He employed a white sign painter to
not be reached."
duplicate the cartoonon a placard . ..
Warming up to his subject of Walter
(for doing this) Asbury Howard was
Reuther, said, "Reuther must he extaken .to Bessemer General Hospital
posed to the American workers as the
where 'his head wounds were closed
one man who failed to testify. in conwith ten stitches."
gressional hearings ,against restrictive
(He subsequently served,six months
'labor JegNiktion.",,
•
eft a chain gang for this, t'erime.".)'
In the saine isstie'
* of the Teamster
The subterfuges by which Negroes
magazine, devW_d to an analysis of thê
are disqualified from iregistering th
labor -bilt„JolnHcrJing, a labor columvote and the results are spelled out in
nist who often reflects the, thinking of
detail.
the AFL-CIO is quoted explaining what. .
has happened to labor.
PUZZLED
"AFL-CIO representatives are men
who are puzzled by events, bothered by
personality divisions and temporarily
Casey; Dr. Charles A. Ertola, John J. bewildered by their enemies. They feel
Ferdon, Jack Morrison, and Archie very deeply that they have been taken
Brown were endorsed. Brown is a long- for a ride by the business community
time member of ILWU Local 10.
who softened them up and then moved
Also recommended were Thomas J. in on them for the kill.
Lynch, for district attorney, William J.
"Through large-scale tranquilizers
Kinnear, for sheriff, Leland J. Lazarus, administered in economy sizes, many of
for board of education.
America's labor leaders were kidded
Byron Arnold, John W. Bussey, Ed- into thinking that they Were labor
ward F. O'Day, and Francis McCarty statesmen who only needed to clip the
were endorsed for judgeships. A recom- coupons of prestige and reap the remendation of "yes" was given for prop- ward of public recognition and industry
adoration.
ositions A, B, and C. No recommenda"In short, they made the mistake—
tions were made .on propositions D, E, many of them—of believing
their own
and F.
publicity."

Locals Make Political Endorsements;
Keep Hands-Off SF Contest For Mayor
SAN FRANCISCO — Endorsements
for five offices and recommendations
for a number of propositions to appear
on the ballot in the municipal election
to be held here November 3 was made
by a joint legislative council after virtually every candidate appeared to request support of ILWU locals at the
longshore building last October 8.
Twenty-one candidates for mayor,
board of supervisors, sheriff, municipal judges and board of education made
personal appeals for endorsement. No
recommendation was made for the office of mayor.
For board of supervisors Joseph N.

This is the sort of flesh and blood
material which makes the overall statistical, legal and historical information
which is presented in this book a human document with great impact. This
volume does the same kind of detailed
job on the fight for desegregated
schools and the fight to end discrimination in housing as well. Here again we
have presented not just the cold statistics, the bare bones of a legal story, but
also the human side of this great movement.
Perhaps the best recommendation for
reading this book by members of our
union is the fact that one of the members of this Commission, John S. Battle, a staunch advocate of maintaining
the status quo in the South, had the
following to say of this report:
must strongly disagree with
the nature and tenor of the report. In
my judgment it is not an impartial
factual statement such as 1 believe to
have been the intent of the Congress
but rather, in large part, an argument
in advocacy of preconceived ideas in•
the field of. race relations."
We are pleased to note that since this
report was issued, the Commission has
announced that it will investigate discrimination in employment and in the
administration of justice. We look forward to their report
—P.E.
I

Challenge to
Debate Labor
Bill Refused
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Lynden Warns Democrats:
Back Peace Fight or Perish
SAN FRANCISCO----A vigorrous plan
for peace is the, Democratic Party's
only hope for victory in 1960, ILWU
Local 6 Secretary-Treasurer Richard
Lynden recently wrote California Governor Edmund G. Brown.
In answer to a letter , from Brown
soliciting his "views on the course ...
the Democratic Party should'take here
In California during the next 12 to 15
months to prepare for the election of
a Democratic president in 1960," Lynden pointed out that with the exception
of Adlai Stevenson, no Democratic
candidate or potential candidate for the
office of presidency "has shown any inclination to come to grips with this
issue of peace."
Peace can only be achieved, Lynden
wrote, through negotiation with the
Soviet Union.
"If this is true," Lynden said, "then
Democratic candidates somewhere,
sometime will have to leave behind
them their fear based upon experiences
during the McCarthy period—that they
are constitutionally vulnerable to Tedbaiting attacks.
• "It is our opinion that any failure
to approach the matter in this way.will
result in the Democratic Party evacuating the field for all practical purposes
on this crucial issue of our lifetime. If
prosperity continues, and the De:Mocratic Party shows no leadership on: the
question of peace and foreign policy, we
believe that the party will go down to
a well-deserved defeat.
"It seems to us," Lynden added,
"that it would be extremely foolish to
ignore the longings and aspirations for
peace expressed by the American people during the Khrushchey visit."
The Local 6 official congratulated
Brown for his "constructive legislative
record." He made special note of

Brown's approach on FEP legislation,
which he called "a remarkable display
.of statesmanship." He,also added that
Local 6 did not agree with Brown on
the matter of. 'labor reform" and
warned that recent legislation in Washington might sound the "death-knell
for trade unions as free associations of
union members."
In answer to Brown's request, Lynden's letter suggested that if the governor were to be a candidate for the
presidency he must show himself "able
to launch a program in the national
arena that comes to grips with the
fundamental issue of the day"—peace.
It was suggested that Brown might
launch a series of clinical sessions with
leading California and Western Democrats on the issue of peace, disarmament, and foreign policy. This program,
said Lynden, might even be launched
with Republicans—"bi-partisanship for
peace, rather than bi-partisanship for
cold war.",
Unless this leadership toward peace
is assumed by the Democrats, Lynden
concluded, "It is our opinion that the
Democratic Party is:going nowhere in
1960."

HERE is a new stirring among government offers no immediate
workers around the country., Men answers; that no favors are handed
and women who Work for a living are out, but each step ahead must be won
looking for some attention - by labor by some organized fight.
In many places the workers are far
unions—even though many large labor
organizations do very little about it. _ahead of unions in demanding to be
In Hawaii, as reported in the last organized. There are large unions so
issue of The Dispatcher, the entire satisfied with keeping things as they
ILWU has set its sights ahead to the are that they practically refuse to orbiggest organizing campaign since the ganize. They refuse to move out into
basic industries of the islands—sugar, the field and help workers find answers
pineapple and. longshoring—were first to their daily needs.
unionized. This drive- to "make Hawaii
a union state!" is aimed not only at
E LEARN this in our daily exstrengthening our union, but to lift the
perience in the field as we have
standards, and guarantee the security
of all workers in the 50th state. In stepped up our organizing activities.
fact we have made it very clear, that Workers come to us with these. quesit. is our purpose to work with all tions. They often want to know more
unions who want to join us in organiz- about their long range security on the
job, and about such issues as medical
ing the unorganized..
care and pensions, than about wages.
every
in
happening
Something is
In Southern- California, as a case in
part of our nation. Workers who do
not have protection of strong unions point, we have successfully organized
Walfer-McCaeran
are demanding protection of some sort. several shops recently into the ILWU.
Until now, we found some shops in
Act Faces New Test
'Unorganized workers look • around
which the base rate was as little as one
PORTLAND, Ore. — The United and ask many questions: What guardollar an hour, and these workers
States Supreme Court has agreed to antee do I have that I can remain on
desperately needed a substantial wage
hear the deportation' appeal of a Fin- the job?. That a machine won't put
raise -- which, incidentally they have
land-born Portland house painter, Wil- me on the breadline? That I and my
won.
liam A. Mackie, who came to this family will have medical care? That
Yet, even in those cases in which the
country with his parents when he was there will be a pension for my old age?
eight months old.
And many more such. revealing ques- base rate was so pitifully low, our
organizers discovered as much interest
Attorneys in the case, Gerald H. tions that demand answers.
Robinson and Nels Peterson, say the
Where do the answeps come from? in job security, health, pensions, etc.,
appeal raises the point of whether the Many workers have long learned that as 'in wages.
One of the reasons for this more inWalter-McCarran law is a b;11 of at- the employers don't willingly give up
tainder, and therefore unconstitutional. anything that eats into profits; that tense preoccupation with long range
security may be found in today's economic situation. Economists keep saying we are getting back to something
called "normalcy." And many workers
believe what they read in the papers.
But,'they can also see—and Sortie=
times experience at first hand—the
fact of joblessness in the midst of
plenty.
They may wonder about the "good
SAN FRANCISCO—Despite recent not tried on that charge? The answer, ered that, the chief prosecution witness times" and the "normal" conditions
amendments, the Taft-Hartley Law and as given by those who have defended was a man who had deserted from the they keep hearing about, There's noth'conspiracy" charges under this act the two labor leaders, is found in the US Army in 1926, and. was still a ing much good about it if you don't
have a job. And if that is "normal"
continue'to plague Scores of trade un- long range objectives of prosecutors to deserter at large.
According to testimony, two FBI then so is a mental institution.
ion leaders throughout the country who establish a "conspiracy device."
Traditionally conspiracy charges, agents had diseussed his army deserhave been tried, or are awaiting trial.
Recently the International Executive which Clarence Darrow once called a tion with him in October or November,
Board, ILWU ordered mailed to all "worn out piece of tyranny," are used 1958. Significantly they did not arrest THE SENSE of basic insecurity that
surrounds us—even surrounds worklocals a pamphlet on an outstanding when prosecutors want to "get" some- him for desertion. On November 21,
example of the use of the anti-labor one or some group, and are hampered 1958, he received an army discharge ers with good jobs and high wages—
law, "The Cleveland Taft-Hartley Con- by lack of real evidence which would "under other than 'honorable condi- provides the best reason for stepping
tions."—with the clear implication that up unionizing drives. This is the best
spiracy Case."
stand up in court.
The Cleveland defendants were in(1-50 years ago the first American his desertion was not any longer an answer to all workers who ask: what
can I do to protect myself?
dicted on the basis of alleged violations union leaders were jailed for "con- issue.
As often as possible, our answer to
. Typical of , so, many prosecutions in
of the non-communist affidavit provi- spiracy to raise wages." Up until 1840
sion and face jail sentences and fines, all unions were viewed as "conspir- Labor-conspiracy cases,, the Cleveland this question should be: come into the
trials were also . marked by parades of ILWU. It is the responsibility of each
despite the fact that Congress has acies.")
now repealed this section of the act.
In a normal criminal trial, the ac- witnesses, many of them paid inform- member—individually as well as part
ILWU Secretary-Treasurer Louis cused can be charged only with his ers, who spun a web of gossip and innu- of a group—to encourage each worker
Goldblatt, in his covering letter to all own acts or conduct. In a conspiracy endo and were permitted to bring hear- he meets to become part of a union.
locals commented,"The ILWU has sup- case he is charged with the acts or con- say and rumor—dressed as fact--into And if the worker works in an industry
that fits into the ILWU pattern, then
ported this case over the years because duct of others, whom he may never a serious trial.
The Cleveland ca-se is related to Other he should be encouraged to become
it. is a clear Cut example of the manner even have met. Guilt by ass\ociation, unin which the" Taft-Hartley Law can be corro b or a ted evidence, hearsay and "conspiracy" cases which have been part of the ILWU.
much else—all barred in an ordinary springing up recently throughout the
used against trade unionists." ,
You have read and heard many times
The pamphlet points out ,that the criminal proceeding—are the corner- country. For example,. Local 25 of the the adage that unless you keep orInternational Ladies Garment Workers ganizing and adding new, members, you
adminstration chose Ohio, the, second stone of a conspiracy trial.
Traditionally when a prosecutor de- Union (AFL-CIO) has been indicted start to slip backward; you start to
industrial state in, the.nation, and pax-'
ticularly the city of Cleveland,.because cided to frame a group, especially in for "conspiracy to violate the Sherman die. The point is you cannot actually
big business determined, this was the labor, the conspiracy charge was con- Anti-Trust Act," in New York.' In stay in one place; you can't stand still.
best place to make a test of, a new sidered the ideal vehicle, "The Cleve- North Carolina; Textile Worker strike
This is the lesson we learned in
catch-all gimmick — a conspiracy land Case is no exception," says this leaders have been convicted . of •"con- Hawaii. At the last convention of Local
spiracy" to dynamite,
pamphlet.
charge.
142, each delegate'took it upon himself
A comment on the significance of to become a one-man-organizing-comThis week it was expected oral argu'Among those indicted and subsequently convicted, were Fred Haug, ment in the appeal of the Cleveland conspiracy-dragnets used against labor, mittee, and to encourage each member
president of a Mine Mill local at the Taft-Hartley conspiracy case would be came from the metropolitan Detroit to do likewise. They vowed to think
time and his wife Marie, an officer of heard before the federal Sixth Circuit' chapter of the ACLU last year, when union, and act union and talk union
it said: "In Cleveland ... the ancient, wherever they went and to whomever
United Electrical Workers, both of Court of Appeals.
The hearing consists of arguments inprecise dragnet of conspiracy, ap- they met.
whom had signed a Taft-Hartley nonby the attorneys. David Scribner, ap- pears to have been introduced to widen
communist affidavit.
Those of us who are part of a strong
. They were indicted for -false swear- peals attorney who is also national still further the suspicions, innuendoes, and going union have the best answers.
ing in January 1957 and then two executive secretary for the Lawyers' supposed admissions, conscious and un- There is no organizer like the man on
weeks later they were reindicted, this Guild, and Jack G. Day, noted Ohio conscious parallelism of thought or,ac- the job. He's still the best salesman for
time With six others who have never attorney and leader in the American tion, guilt by association and informer unionism.
gigned the oath. The indictment was Civil Liberties Union, were expected to rumor mongering which too frequently
masquerades as admissible evidence in'
"for conspiring to file false affidavits:" argue the case for the Haugs.
Al issue in the appeal were constitu- these cases • . The emergenee , of a
The Haugs Were never tried on their
Answer to Who Said If?
tional questions on conspiracy, the use new federal crime . .• conspiraty to
original indictment.
One of nine deputy assistant secaggraOnly
can
affidavit,
denial
make
a
false
This created much puzzlement. The of perjured testimony and the
retaries of defense as reported in
vate the threat to civil rights of union
question was asked, if the Haugs really of fair trial.
Business Week of October 10, 1959.
Defense attorneys last year discov- . members and officials."' •
„falsified their affidavits, why were they.

T

ILWU Aids Cleveland Defendants

T-H 'Conspiracy' Charge Is Dra net;
Used To Plague Militant Unionists

